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PREFACE 

Deze scnpt1e is bet resultaat van mijn afstudeeronderzoek in bet kader van mijn studie 
Bouwkunde aan de Tecbniscbe Universiteit Eindboven, ricbting Real Estate Management and 
Development. Het onderzoek bebelst een omvangrijk (complex) aandachtsgebied, hetgeen ook 
uiteindelijk heeft geleid tot de forse omvang van bet rapport. 

Het resultaat van mijn onderzoek kan bescbouwd worden als een verkenning van een aantal 
nog weinig bestudeerde en bescbreven disciplines binnen de vastgoedmarkt. De biermee 
verrijkte kennis is vervolgens gebanteerd om een model op te zetten, waarmee binnen 
hetzelfde vastgoedproduct verscbillende risico/ rendement profielen kunnen worden af geleid. 
Hetgeen o.a. mogelijkheden biedt een ander type investeerder voor bet (afgeleide) 
vastgoedproduct te interesseren. Het ontwikkelde model biedt perspectieven voor een brede 
toepassing in termen van markten en sectoren. 

Daarmee is bet rapport niet alleen interessant vanuit de achterliggende theoretische 
bescbouwing, maar ook vanuit het praktisch oogpunt en het 'op maat maken' van 
vastgoedproducten . 

In eerste instantie wil ik ING Real Estate Investment Management bedanken voor de 
gelegenbeid, de faciliteiten en de vrijheid die ze mij geboden hebben om dit onderzoek te 
verricbten. Met name aan alle medewerkers van de afdeling Research & Strategy, voor de 
plezierige samenwerking en bet sociale samenzijn. 
Ik wil hierbij Lisette van Doorn-Groniger en Didier Kerckhof in het bijzonder bedanken voor 
hun begeleiding van het onderzoek. Voorts gaat mijn dank uit naar Chris Hoorenman voor zijn 
econometrische adviezen en hulp bij het modelleren. 

Tevens wil ik mijn dank richten tot mijn begeleiders van de Tecbniscbe Universiteit 
Eindhoven, te weten professor Willem Keeris en de beer Kees Kokke voor bun energie en tijd 
tijdens mijn begeleiding. 

Nu, aan het einde van mijn afstudeertraject, sta ik op bet punt om mijn beuglijke 
studentenleven in te ruilen voor de barde zakenwereld. Een gedegen opleiding en een zeer 
goed gevoel dat ik beb overgebouden aan bet gehele traject, vertellen mij dat ik klaargestoomd 
ben om de eerste stapjes in deze wereld te zetten. 

Tot slot wil ik iedereen bedanken die een bijdrage heeft geleverd aan de totstandkoming van 
deze scriptie, evenals degenen die mij gedurende de afstudeerperiode hebben gesteund en voor 
de benodigde afleiding en ontspanning hebben gezorgd. 

Den Haag,juni 2004 

Mark Kouters 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report has been assigned to the search for a methodology to offer real estate participations 
with different risk/ return profiles as part of a greater entity by which more tailor made real 
estate products are being developed. 
The cause for this was twofold. The first cause stated that although the strategy of a certain 
real estate fund and the track record of the management team appeal to the investors' 
imagination it might happen that this specific fund does not fit in his/ her investment portfolio, 
when taking the assumed risk/ return profile of the fund into consideration. This, as a result of 
the investors ' investment policy. When offering the possibility to participate through a variety 
of different profiles the investor could choose for the profile (or sum) that corresponds to his 
investment policy. 
The second cause implicated that a real estate investment consists of different return 
components, which all have their own risk/ return profiles. Because not all investors have the 
same appetite regarding risk/ returns profiles one should wonder whether there are possibilities 
to strip these return components and interest different and/ or other types of investors for the 
(same) real estate (product). 

During the report it became clear this second cause gained more and more support at the 
expense of the first cause. Nevertheless, these two causes have resulted in the title and 
problem definition of this research assignment as formulated below: 

"Financial engineering of risk I return characteristics of real estate funds" 

What are the (technical) possibilities to offer different real estate participations, with different 
risk/ return profiles, and is there sufficient market potential to package and sell these 
participations ? 

In the process to develop real estate products that fit more and more to the needs of the real 
estate investors, three interesting areas of attention within "the Breakdown of real estate 
capital markets" were identified and are the following: 

Area of attention I: 

Area of attention II: 
Area of attention Ill: 

Leverage within a non-listed real estate fund as a way to vary the 
risk/ return profile; 
Real estate derivatives; 
(Commercial) mortgage backed securities. 

• Ad. I: The investor could adjust the risk-return profile of his exposure to vehicle by adding 
debt this effect is called leverage. 

• Ad. II: Real estate derivatives can be described as products (directly or indirectly) derived 
from real estate, which are based on the value of the underlying real estate (components), 
whether or not related to an index. They allow investors to create a certain real estate 
exposure, without the necessity to realize a portfolio of direct or indirect real estate. 

• Ad Ill: (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities are a type of securitization, which is the 
process of turning assets, which are in first instance not separately tractable (illiquid 
assets), into tractable assets (free marketable shares) or the process whereby receivables 
are pooled and refinanced by the issue of bonds, which are sold to the investors. 
Depending on the type of property that serves as the underlying, the bonds take the form 
of mortgage-backed securities (MBS), which are used to refinance commercial properties 
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(CMBS), or residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), which are used to securitise 
residential mortgage loans. 

It was these three areas of attention, which could bring us to more tailor made real estate 
products. In the theoretical framework of this report a start was made with the basic real estate 
investment possibilities, followed by these three areas of attention each of them explaining a 
theory or methodology to obtain real estate products that could fit more to the needs of the 
investors. Noticing that these three areas of attention are not resulting from each other. 
During the process it became clear that the first area of attention is already generally known as 
a way to obtain a more tailor made real estate product, which made it less attractive to 
examine in more detail. {With respect to the problem definition only an alternative approach 
of this methodology was mentioned, although further elaboration of this approach had to be 
found in a legal field of attention}. 

Consequently, the focus had been laid on the two other areas of attention, which also showed 
more interesting characteristics with respect to the problem definition . 
Over the years the (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities have established themselves as 
a separate (mature) entity within the total scope of investment products and are in general not 
judged as e.g. derivatives . Rather from a pure theoretical point of view these products could be 
considered as a derivative of the financial market with real estate as the underlying value. 
Furthermore, for some real estate investors these (C)MBS are a possible alternative in their 
real estate portfolios. Consequently, it should be noted that these (C)MBS are not qualified as 
a real estate derivative as such, but as a derivative of the financial market with the property or 
the real estate investment portfolio as the underlying value. 

Therefore these (C)MBS and real estate derivatives could be submitted to the same analysing 
theoretical approach . The accompanying objective was twofold: 

A. Defining the reasons why investors could seek (real estate)-derivatives :::::> The 
deri vati ves-dri vers . 

B. Providing insights in the real estate characteristics that are the fundamentals of these 
various drivers . 

This process enabled us to get insights where strengths had to be found in our search for more 
tailor made real estate products. Furthermore, these results, combined with the essence of the 
problem definition, were the central point of discussion in the delineation process. Necessary 
to define which product or method will be studied in more detail with respect to the problem 
definition and in order to obtain a suitable 'answer' to the problem definition. 

Because literature did not describe the investment goals for real estate derivatives, a bottom-up 
approach has been used to determine these reasons. Bottom-up means that the information has 
been derived from the practical examples that have been found in the current markets. 
The reason that were found why investors seek for (real estate) derivatives are the following: 

A. Risk management 
B. Exposure to real estate; 
C. Tactical allocation adjustments; 
D. (Risk)-return driven . 

Theory told us that the importance of the utilization of derivatives could primarily be found in 
the fact that individual real estate characteristics can be added or extracted. 
This, in combination with the bottom-up approach and linking this with the various defined 
real estate characteristics, the conclusion had been made that the strengths of (real estate) 
derivatives primarily have to be searched in their more liquid characteristic and elimination of 
labour- and knowledge intensive matters. 
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A viable future for these (real estate) derivatives could be found in their capability to 
compensate certain real estate characteristics in a simple, efficient and effective way, without 
the necessity to acquire direct or indirect real estate. 

Subsequently, the existing products, belonging to these two areas of attention, were examined 
from their practical approach. By doing so, they were submitted to their theoretical approach 
by which the accompanying objective was twofold: 

A. Obtain insights whether these products succeed in the reason why they are founded; 
B. Secondly, if their methods can be used in harmony with the problem definition of this 

research assignment. 

The products that were found during market analysis and which were confronted with the just 
mentioned aspects are: 

• Real estate derivatives 
Property Index Certificates I Property Index Forwards; 
Property Total Return Swaps; 
European Real Estate Certificates I Europa lmmobilia Certificates; 
Inflation contracts; 
London Fox; 
Real Estate Index Market. 

• (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities. 

The exploration of the various products was structured according the following aspects: 

A. Background of the product; 
B. Structure & process; 
C. In what way is real estate exposure created?; 
D. Liquidity of the product; 
E. Elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters ; 
F. Viability of the product. 

For the existing real estate derivatives it can be concluded that they do, in general, not provide 
the required liquidity, expected from the theoretical point of view. To guarantee liquidity a 
certain critical mass is required, which seems not (yet) to be the case with respect to the 
existing real estate derivatives. 
In addition, real estate derivatives, which derive their performance from an index, face the 
problem of the trust and immaturity of these indices . This means that their viability goes hand 
in hand with the reliability and increasing maturity of these indices . 

With respect to derivatives that have an OTC1-character this liquidity is not primarily an issue. 
Tactical and strategic decisions are the fundamentals of these investments and concern in 
general tailor-made products, which causes illiquidity. 

The aspects that were central point of discussion in the delineation process were already 
mentioned shortly. Combining these with the insights obtained from this practical overview 
this has finally resulted in the methodology used in (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities 
as the methodology that seems to have the highest potential with respect to the problem 
definition and could be used as a starting point for further research. 
The characteristics that can be ascribed to this methodology are the following: 

1 Over-the-counter. 
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• Existence of different risk I return ratios; 
• Stable, long term and predictable cash flows ; 
• Liquid product; 
• Little labour and knowledge intensive; 
• Partial real estate exposure; 
• Debt-related investment where equity related investment is desired. 

During the process extra attention has been paid to the last two mentioned bullets. This has 
finally resulted in a methodology, which enabled us to transpose this debt-related investment 
into an equity-related investment. 
After having faced some problems, the solution was finally found in securitization based on 
(historical) data entry and modelling by which both return components of real estate (the 
income return component and capital growth component) are used separately for this 
securitization process. 
The basic principle in this respect is to determine the expected loss per tranche2 (or certainty 
(%)that a return (range) will be realised) . 

This has finally resulted in a methodology to offer the different participations with different 
risk/ return profiles by stripping the cash flows of the real estate product. In order to do so, a 
model (based on the Monte Carlo simulation) has been developed which enables to simulate 
future fund results . In combination with the accompanying input variables of a specific 
market/ sector the model supplies data, which provides insights necessary to create this 
product. Following on this executive summary, Part 7 'Conclusions & Recommendations' of 
this report will deal with this product(-methodology) at great length. 

It has to be noted this approach will shine new lights on our search to more tailor made real 
estate products. Furthermore it seems to have the interest from investors, which makes it an 
interesting product/ methodology with respect to further research. 

2 The expected loss results from the probability of default and severity of loss (or loss given default) . 
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PART 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 
In the outlook 2002 - 2015 of the Amsterdam School of Real Estate3 an impression was given 
of the evolution of the different disciplines within the real estate scope, from now until 2015 . 
These statements were the results of various panel discussions that were held as part of the 
12,5 year anniversary of this institute. 
One of the chapters was devoted to discuss the various product developments . It was the title 
of this paragraph that included an important message: 

"New financial products are required for an undepreciated real estate investment market." 

Based on this statement some general remarks were made with respect to different kinds of 
products, which are the following: 

• New financial products will arise. Demand will be solid. However, the scale of the 
Dutch financiers will be (in general) just too small to launch good products that meet 
the needs of the rating agencies; 

• Real estate derivatives are certainly realistic in the long term for the Dutch situation. 
The need for derivatives is there; take for example the rise of the hedge funds and the 
role of options in the investment portfolios. The market still has to learn to fathom the 
working of these products. For real estate this means that e.g. it has to wait for 
sufficient time series (robust indices) to make index certification possible; 

• The introduction of (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities, which has proven to 
be a solid investment class in the US, will find its way into Europe. Demand is there, 
only systems are not (yet) that far. Therefore the expectations will be that the 
introduction of these products will start by OTC-deals4

, followed by public issues. 

Although all the just mentioned statements will perhaps not directly speak for themselves 
(during the report these terms will be covered in detail) , it can be concluded that from 
securitization of mortgages until the development of derivatives and other financial 
instruments, they can all be reduced to a common denominator: financial engineering. 

The essence of all these (future) developments can be found in the desire to realise real estate 
products that fit more and more to the needs of the real estate investors . In other words: 
(future) developments consist of the search for more tailor-made real estate products and 
therefore it can be concluded that this denominator offers perspectives (and will even be 
unavoidable/ required) for the long term of the real estate investment market. 

Starting point of this research was the interest in learning more about these products and 
markets, which could subsequently provide new insights in our search to more tailor made real 
estate products . 

3 Amsterdam School of Real Estate, De vastgoedwereld van 2002 naar 2015 , October 2002. 
4 OTC-deal = Over-the-Counter 
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Figure 1 c: Historic return series for Dutch residential 1977-2003, Source ROZ/ !PD 
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1.2 Problem outline 
Considering a certain real estate investment it can be concluded that this particular investment 
has its own risk/ return profile (irrespective which method/ (historic) data will be used) just 
like each other real estate investment focusing on their own sector and/ or markets and towards 
every other investment class . In figure 2 this has been shown for the risk/ return profiles of 
four property classes of the Australian, US, UK and Dutch markets . (The x-axis indicates the 
risk measured by standard deviation (cr), the y-axis indicates the average return (R)) . 

Figure 2: Risk and return characteristics property classes 1985 -2002. Source: JPD, PCA and 
NCREJF. 

Assuming these risk/ return profiles for three sectors of the Dutch market, as indicated in 
figure 2 (Office, Retail and Residential), it can be concluded that these same real estate 
investments consist of different return components as is shown in figure la, lb and le, each of 
them having its own risk/ return profile because of the annual fluctuations. 
By investing in a regular real estate investment possibility (direct- and indirect real estate 
investment) it can be concluded all these return components are diverted to the same investor 
and the total return (sum of the income return5 and capital growth6

) finally represents the data 
range used as input for the figure as shown above. 

Based on this regular approach both direct- and indirect real estate investments show a single 
corresponding risk/ return profile in the real estate risk/ return spectrum, but due to the 
following two causes it can be concluded that this single risk/ return profile is not always 
desirable. By means of financial engineering, as mentioned before in the introduction of this 

5 Income return or direct return - The return during the concerning period, based on the actual revenues 
resulting from the exploitation of a property or a portfolio, expressed as a percentage of the considered 
market value primo the considered period, increased with the average of the value of the (possibly) 
invested or disinvested capital during that period (Keeris, Vastgoedbeheer Lexicon - begrippen 
omschrijving toelichting, 200 I). 
6 Capital growth or indirect return - The assumed, or on valuation based, market value developments of 
the (invested capital in a) real estate property or portfolio during the concerning period, expressed as a 
percentage of the considered market value primo the considered period , increased with the average of 
the value of the (possibly) invested or disinvested capital during that period (Keeris, Vastgoedbeheer 
Lexicon - begrippen omschrijving toelichting, 2001). 
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part, and the methodologies mentioned in respect to this denominator (e.g. the methodology 
applied within (Commercial) mortgage backed securities) a comparison could be made 
whether the derived return components could be stripped in one way or another and offered by 
means of different risk/ return profiles . 

Cause A. Different risk/ return profiles 
It might happen that, besides the commonly judged criteria, the strategy of a certain fund and 
the track record of the management team appeal to the investors' imagination. But according 
to his investment policy, in terms of strategic and tactical allocations, the fund does not fit in 
his/ her investment portfolio when taking the assumed risk/ return profile of the fund into 
consideration. When offering the possibility to participate through a variety of segments (in 
terms of different risk/ return profiles), the investor could choose for the segment (or sum of 
segments) that corresponds to his investment policy. In this case the fund could keep the 
interest of the investor. 
Alternatively, it should be clear that by investing in a broad range of different funds8

/ 

properties, the sum could just as well result in an overall investment that resembles the desired 
risk/ return profile. However, the emphasize in this respect has been laid on the investigation 
to a possibility to realize these different risk/ return profiles within one fund. 

Cause B. Focus on different and/ or other type of investors 
Assuming these different return components shown in figure la, lb & le, the income return 
component can be considered as a stable component because annual fluctuations are small. 
Conversely, the capital growth shows high fluctuations, which makes this component an 
unstable one. 
Not all investors have the same appetite regarding risk/ returns profiles . Consequently, one 
should wonder whether there are possibilities to strip these return components and interest 
different and/ or other types of investors for the (same) real estate (product). 

1.2. 1 Delineations 

To maintain the focus within this research assignment some necessary delineations had to be 
made. This has resulted in the two following main delineations during the research process: 

• Delineation I 

Figure 3 has been plotted to give an overview of the area of real estate capital markets and 
encompasses a lot of different components. The figure shows, besides the existing real estate 
investment opportunities, like direct and indirect and their derived products9

, a distinction 
between equity- and debt-related investments. It also mentions the field of owner occupied 
real estate. 
Because not all these components show interesting figures and methods regarding their risk/ 
return-behaviour and product-characteristics, the focus for this research has been laid on the 
following three areas of attention . These three relevant areas will be discussed in more detail 
later on (Part 2 & 3) in this report: 

Area of attention I: 

Area of attention II: 
Area of attention Ill: 

Leverage within a non-listed real estate fund as a way to vary the 
risk/ return profile; 
Real estate derivatives; 
(Commercial) mortgage backed securities. 

8 With respect to the funds it should be mentioned that there are funds with a multi-sector focus and/ or 
geographic spread. The sum and proportion of the various investments will eventually determine this 
single risk/ return ratio. 
9 (Real estate) derivatives , which will be discussed in more detail in Part 2C and Part 3. 
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• Delineation II 

After having examined these three areas of attention incl. their underlying products and 
methods, a necessary delineation will take place in Part 4 to define which product or method 
will be studied in more detail with respect to the problem definition and in order to obtain a 
suitable 'answer' to the problem definition . 

1.2.2 Position within the real estate scope 
To build a well-diversified investment portfolio, institutional investors (e.g. pension funds or 
insurance companies) have to spread their investments over a wide range of assets. Their 
investment portfolio is determined by their specific appetite for risk and contains in general 
investments in equity (stocks), fixed income (bonds) and real estate. It depends on e.g. the 
investors' liabilities, coverage ratio and total fund size what percentage of his total portfolio 
will be allocated to real estate. This percentage could be seen as a result of the strategic 
allocation (e.g. Asset Liability Management-studies (ALM)). 
Academic and empirical research describes an investment in real state of at least 10% of a 
portfolio is justified. In practice it can be noticed that most of the institutional investors have a 
real estate allocation between 10% and 15% of the total investment portfolio. 

.. 
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Figure 4: Position within the real estate scope. Source: Keeris, Edited version of Expressive Images, 
Framework of the Real Estate market, June 2004. 

As figure 4 indicates, the percentage ascribed to real estate will be determined in the financial 
investment framework, based on strategic allocations. Therefore there will always be a certain 
field of tension between real estate and the other asset classes. Assuming 'Cause B ' of the 
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problem outline10
, one can imagine changes will take place within this strategic allocation in 

case this (existing) real estate product could be stripped and the derived returns flows could be 
offered as an alternative product for these other asset classes. 
Consequently, this could mean that the spectrum for real estate (products) will widen while 
nothing will change with respect to the underlying real estate, including its managing 
activities. 

Besides the strategic allocations, which are mainly focussed on the liabilities of the 
institutional investors, other techniques are used to determine the construction of the portfolio. 
Most of the institutional investors use the Modern Portfolio Theory, initiated by Markowitz in 
1952. A theoretical result of the MPT is the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The 
efficient frontier, as a graphic component of the CAPM, shows the optimal set of portfolios (in 
terms of highest return in accordance with the lowest risk and vice versa), based on historic 
data. 
It is the investors' appetite for risk, where, on the efficient frontier, he/ she will try to position 
the portfolio'' . 

In case the real estate (product) could be offered with different risk I return profiles ('Cause 
A', problem outline), the efficient frontier could be approached more closely or in any case 
more precisely. Again, this could mean the spectrum for the (same) real estate products will 
widen, while nothing will change with respect to the underlying real estate. 

1.2.3 Focus 
The focus of this research assignment and problem definition has been laid on the institutional 
investors. According to Keeris 12 this group consists of: 

• Pension funds; 
• Insurance companies; 
• Listed real estate investment institutions; 
• Real estate investment institutions of which a minimum of 50% of the shares is owned 

by one or more of the institutional investors mentioned earlier. 

In this report the pension funds and insurance companies are meant when talking about 
institutional investors. Both pensions funds and insurance companies belong to the clientele of 
ING Real Estate Investment Management. This, in contrast with the other two mentioned in 
the list above. 

1.2.4 Problem definition 
In consultation with ING Real Estate Investment Management the two causes (A + B) have 
resulted, in the problem definition of this research assignment as formulated below: 

"Financial engineering of risk I return characteristics of real estate funds" 

What are the (technical) possibilities to offer different real estate participations, with different 
risk/ return profiles, and is there sufficient market potential to package and sell these 
participations? 

1° Cause B assumes that real estate (-cash flows) might be offered to different type of investors. 
11 This principle will be discussed in more detail in paragraph 2.4 "Real estate characteristics". 
12 Keeris, Vastgoedbeheer Lexicon - begrippen omschrijving toelichting, 2001 . 
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1.2.5 Objectives 
The objectives of this research assignment can be formulated as follows : 

I. Determining the interesting areas of attention with respect to the problem definition; 
II. Investigate existing products' characteristics and attach the investors' goals they do or 

do not achieve; 
III. This should result in a comprehensive view for the approach that will be used to 

delineate the specific product and/ or technique for further analysis and 
implementation; 

IV. Simultaneously the reasons why the investors could seek for this kind of products 
have to be identified. This approach can also be used to determine the growth drivers 
for these products; 

V. Based on modelling and interviews investigate whether the product has potential from 
the perspective of the institutional investors and ING Real Estate Investment 
Management; 

VI. In conclusion this has to result in an overview of the (technical) possibilities to offer 
different real estate participations, by which the consequences and conclusions can be 
derived from a (uniform) modelling method. 

Bullet V will be described in more detail. The goal of this research will also be to determine 
whether these products: 

~ create value for ING Real Estate Investment Management in terms of acquiring 'new' 
capital and making extra margins (i.e. profits); 

~ have sufficient potential to interest institutional investors, in terms of sufficient 
financial incentives and which should be in accordance with their strategies. 

1.3 Structure of the report 
The report has been divided into seven parts . The accompanying research scheme can be 
found in Appendix A. As one can see, the structure of the report shows close connections with 
the different objectives that were mentioned in the previous paragraphs . 
Separate from this part "Introduction" and the last part "Conclusions and recommendation", 
the report can be divided into two main sections, which are : 

8 

A. Descriptive research: Part 2 & 3 can be described as an analysis of the market. 
Because of the opaqueness of the market an exploring approach was used. The 
research methods involved should primarily be found in the analysing of literature and 
news sources to collect data. 

B. Analytic research: Part 4 & 5 & 6 can be summarized as the designing section of the 
report. Part 6 encompasses preliminary the testing of the product characteristics as a 
result of the modelling of part 5. The research method encompasses besides the 
modelling, the interviewing of professionals . 
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PART 2-THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Introduction 
In this part the theory related to the three delineated areas of attention will be discussed. 
Earlier one could already see that the essence of (future) real estate developments can be found 
in the desire to realise real estate products that fit more and more to the needs of the real estate 
investors . 

When starting with the 'basic' regular direct real estate investment the real estate investor has 
in current markets already the possibility to outplace a lot of the related activities by investing 
in indirect real estate. Numerous reasons can be mentioned in this respect and by doing so, he 
has the possibility to invest in both indirect listed- and/ or indirect non-listed real estate13

• 

Given these three existing real estate investments possibilities14 as a starting point, various 
steps can be taken to obtain more tailor made real estate products that fulfil more and more the 
needs of the real estate investor. 

It is the three areas of attention, as indicated in figure 3, which could bring us to these more 
tailor made real estate products . Therefore this part of the report has been divided into four 
main divisions. Starting with the basic existing real estate investments possibilities, followed 
by the three areas of attention each of them explaining a theory or methodology to obtain real 
estate products that could fit more to the needs of the investors. Noticing that these three areas 
of attention are not resulting from each other. 

The approach in this part will be of theoretical nature as implicated by the title of this part. To 
understand the existing underlying products, belonging to Part 2C and Part 2D, from their 
practical approach a separate part (Part 3 "Market developments") has been devoted to discuss 
these matters. By doing so, they will be submitted to their theoretical approach as well. The 
methodology that will be discussed in Part 2B is already generally known as a way to obtain a 
more tailor made real estate product and will therefore only be mentioned in short in this 
(theoretical) part. Although, with respect to the problem definition of this report, a possible 
alternative approach of this methodology will be mentioned. 

This means this part of the report has been composed according the following subparts : 

• Part 2A: From basic to more tailor made real estate products; 
• Part 2B: Leverage within a non-listed real estate fund as a way to vary the risk/ 

return profile; 
• Part 2C: Real estate derivatives; 
• Part 2D: (Commercial) mortgage backed securities . 

Before a start will be made with these approaches, a paragraph will be devoted to discuss a 
general statement with respect to the problem definition. It will explain the different 
interpretations of terms used in the real estate industry and explain what is meant, when used 
in this report . 

13 As one will see later on, it should be noted at this stage that the underlying real estate of both indirect 
non-listed real estate and indirect listed real estate is directly managed real estate as well. 
14 Consisting of direct real estate, indirect non-listed real estate and indirect listed real estate. 
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Figure 5: General used real estate classifications15 

15 In accordance with the 'Breakdown of real estate capital markets', shown before in figure 3, this 
figure implicates solely the equity-side. 
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2.2 Terminology 

2.2. 1 Public/ Private, Direct/Indirect and Listed/ Non-listed RE 
In literature different classifications to indicate the types of real estate are used separately. 
This paragraph gives an overview of these generally used classifications. 
Figure 5 shows the relationships between these different classifications. It has to be noted that 
the size of the used rectangles does not implicate the size of the market volume from the 
different types of real estate. 
Basically there are three types of real estate. It has to be noted that the underlying real estate 
from B. en C. is directly managed real estate: 

A. Direct real estate: full ownership or partial ownership. (Influence on policy is 
distinguishing criterion with indirect real estate); 

B. Indirect real estate, including: 
Listed: shares on the stock exchange; 
Non-listed: shares through over-the-counter trading. In some cases these 
shares cannot be traded during the term of the fund; 

C. Real estate derivatives: this term will be explained in more detail in Part 2C. 

Besides this classification, a distinction between publicly traded shares and privately held 
assets is made, which is also shown in the table. 
Distinctive for public RE (solely indirect listed RE) is the price-making process of the shares . 
Despite the fact that the (valuation of the) underlying 'stones' are the same if compared with 
private real estate, the prices of these shares will vary because of the price-making process on 
the stock exchange. Prices of private real estate (both direct real estate and indirect non-listed 
real estate) will fluctuate following real estate market movements. 
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2A. From basic to more tailor made real estate products 

2.3 Introduction 
As was mentioned in the introduction of this part a start will be made with the basic, already 
existing, real estate investment possibilities . In order to obtain insights why investors prefer 
one type of real estate to another type of real estate and in order to provide insights whether 
adjustments could be made in this respect, a total overview of these underlying characteristics 
will be given. These real estate characteristics can be used for the further guidance of the 
process, which enables us to get insights where strengths have to be found in our search to 
more tailor made real estate products. 
In total 11 characteristics have been identified, which are of importance when considering 
investments in one of the three existing real estate investment opportunities16

. 

These different judged characteristics are shown in table 1 and will be discussed in the next 
paragraph. The number in the table indicates the preference for the concerning type of real 
estate for this specific characteristic. 

l = Lesser degree of preference for the concernmg type of real estate for this 
characteristic; 

3 = No clear preference for the concerning type of real estate for this characteristic; 
5 = Higher degree of preference for the concerning type of real estate for this 

characteristic. 

Some characteristics will cause a shift/ preference to direct real estate. Others to non-listed or 
listed etc . Furthermore there are characteristics, which will make no distinction between one of 
the three types. This means that in case an investor e.g. feels very strongly about liquidity, he/ 
she will more likely end up with listed real estate. 

2.4 Real estate characteristics 
In the bullets below the real estate characteristics used for this analysis will be discussed: 

• Stable and long-term cash flows 
Real estate, if well positioned in the market, offers through its long technical life span the 
opportunity to receive (stable) income for numerous years. Based on the contracts, rental 
incomes give stable incomes, even when taking the vacancy and payment-delays in account. 
Because of stock market volatility, listed real estate prices show more volatility than the 
underlying real estate value and annual incomes. 

• Inflation hedge 
This indicator implies the link between the income return component of real estate and the 
inflation. In theory real estate should, to a certain extent, protect against inflation. It is a real 
investment and rents are, in most European countries, indexed. 
This means that real estate distinguishes itself from stocks and bonds through its long term 
protection against inflation, as long there is no market adjustment to these rents e.g. upon 
expiry of lease contracts. 
Some research regarding this topic has been done by Tates and Eichholtz. They concluded that 
inflation is more correlated with private real estate than it is with public real estate. Therefore 
private real estate is a better inflation hedge compared with public real estate. However, this 

16 Consisting of direct real estate, indirect non-listed real estate and indirect listed real estate. 
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Figure 6: Risk I return profiles: All going investment categories Dutch Market ( 1977-2002/9
. 

17 Because a general overview of the positioning of these four assets is desired, the average values of 
these assets have been used. In case of the bonds this has resulted in the 'Government Bond Index All 
Maturities' and not, for example, only the 'IO-years Governmental Bond'. 
18 The attributed risk-profile of private real estate is higher than the attributed risk-profile of bonds. 
Something that does not correspond with the results shown in the table and figure . Reason for this can 
be found in the source used for private real estate. The ROZJ IPD gives smoothed data with a mixed 
character. The data that has been used for the years 1977-1995 has been derived from transactions and 
by valuation, while for the years after 1995 only valuations have been used. Besides this a regression
error has to be taken account for the years before 1995. 
Current techniques to unsmooth this data cannot be used because of the reasons just mentioned. 
Changing these results cannot be grounded, because of the unreliability otherwise. This means, private 
real estate gives, based on the ROZJIPD-data, a biased view and should give a higher risk compared 
with bonds. 
19 These figures depend on the chosen time period. The longest, possibly chosen, term encloses the most 
appeared developments, but has on the opposite the largest risk this average does not link up to the 
current market circumstances. In this context the longest available time period has been used to indicate 
the performances of the different assets over this same time period. It has not been used in this context, 
to answer the question which asset will show the best performances in the (near) future . Furthermore, 
shorter time periods could result in other compositions of the figure . 
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protection against inflation is often mentioned in literature, but real hard statements are hard to 
find. 

• Historic return 
Based on historic data the average annual total return on real estate can be measured as the 
historic return indicator. For the Dutch market situation (see figure 6) and most other markets 
it can be concluded that, based on the longer time-series, public real estate has a lower 
historical return if compared with private real estate. If shorter time-series are being taken into 
account, time spans can be found that show higher average return for public real estate. 
As figure 6 implicates private real estate has proven to have an above risk-adjusted return if 
compared with equity, bonds and public real estate. It has to be noted this figure is based on 
the Dutch market situation for a long time span. This could vary per market/ sector and time 
span assumed. 

• Risk 
By measuring the annual fluctuations of returns on real estate, the standard deviation can be 
derived as an indicator for the risk. 
Again, it can be concluded that, based on the longer time-series, private real estate shows 
lower risks if compared with public real estate. 

To give an impression of the risk I return profiles per asset, figure 6 shows this for the Dutch 
market20

. 

• Dividend yield 
The dividend yield indicates the return on real estate, obtained annually by a direct dividend 
(in case of a property this is the income return). Real estate is in general known for its high 
annual dividend if compared with other assets. 

• Diversification potential with respect to other assets21 

Diversification can help to reduce the risk of an investment portfolio. The optimal 
diversification can be achieved by combining the assets, which show low, preferably negative 
correlations. If real estate correlates low or negatively with other investment categories it will 
decrease the overall risk of the portfolio. 

Private real estate shows low correlations with many other asset classes. This means that 
private real estate plays an important role in efficient portfolios as a diversifier. However, 
public real estate results in much less risk reduction than private real estate. Public real estate 
even shows significant positive correlations with equity . This means that returns behave more 
like equities than like direct real estate. This means that private has more diversification 
potential. 

20 In these charts the risk is measured by standard deviation. Returns by average annual return and 
Sharpe ratio by Sharpe ' s method, whereby the risk free-ratio will be subtracted from the average return, 
divided through the standard deviation. 
21 Diversification by different type of assets is one example to diversify. Another way is to diversify by 
regional focus. The risk of a real estate portfolio could be effectively reduced through international 
investments, as international property markets have lower correlation coefficients than international 
equity and fixed income markets. More recent studies have shown that regional, rather than national 
economies, have a relation with property returns. 
It has to be noted that this, because of the price per unit, well-considered diversification can only be 
realized with high investment volumes. A solution for this could be found by investing in non-listed real 
estate and construct a diversified portfolio without the necessity to have large investment volumes and a 
specialized organization. 
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• Efficiency I Homogeneity 
The markets for stocks and bonds can be characterized as having a high degree of efficiency, 
partly due to the established authorities and legislative proceedings. Information is generally 
known, costs for transactions are low, the traded securities separable and homogeneous. The 
just described facts do not apply for real estate. Most of the deals take place behind closed 
doors, costs for transactions are high, the amounts per deal high and the traded properties are 
heterogeneous. This means that real estate markets are not efficient. However, it should be 
noted that the market for public real estate investments is more efficient than the market for 
private real estate investments. 

• Data availability/ Transparency 
The availability of data in the real estate industry is limited. This is mainly the result of its 
relative low transparency. 

• Benchmarking 
Benchmarking implies the opportunity to compare the performance of real estate with a 
'market average' and as a result this standard could be used to judge the (own) real estate 
portfolio. Benchmarking is both possible for listed and unlisted real estate; nevertheless an 
exception has to be made with respect to non-listed indirect real estate for which indices are 
(still) not (yet) available. 

• Liquidity 
Real estate as a whole is not liquid. It can be noted that public real estate is more liquid than 
private real estate but selling a considered amount of real estate stock will take some time as 
well. 
This illiquid character can be explained by the intransparency and heterogeneity of the real 
estate market, the high prices per unit and the high cost as a result of the transactions. 

• Labour- and knowledge intensive 
Real estate is a very labour- and knowledge-intensive investment category. Comparing a real 
estate portfolio with a portfolio existing of shares or bonds, with the same fund-size, it has to 
be noted that the first mentioned needs much more acquisition- and management efforts than 
the last two described. In the short term, and even in the medium long period (5 till 10 years), 
real estate portfolios are not flexible. 
Hereby it has to be noted that it is difficult to keep the portfolio well shaped, in terms of 
diversification, when buying and selling. Furthermore it will be hard to find appropriate 
supply. Both listed and non-listed indirect real estate face this difficulty to a lesser extent. 

Because of the lack of time and knowledge the investor can decide to delegate his 
management, to third parties . This gives him the opportunity to delegate the management of his 
capital to specialists as well as having exposure on other markets (on a distance) . 
With a relatively small sum of money an investor can participate in a non-listed indirect real 
estate portfolio with a total capital involved and diversification that cannot be established on 
one' s own efforts . At the same time the investor can profit from the advantages of the scaling 
volume from a specialized management system. 
Indirect non-listed real estate investments result indeed in the advantages just described, which 
also means no wide investment system has to be set up. This will, on the other hand, result in 
low control over the policy and influence on (diversification) investments of the real estate 
funds. 
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28. Leverage within a non-listed real estate fund as a way to 
vary the risk return profile 

2.5 Introduction 
The easiest way to vary the earlier mentioned risk/ return profile and obtain a more tailor made 
product is by adding debt to the portfolio or in other words: gearing (The profile changes as a 
consequence of the spread between costs of debt and the assets return). Although leverage can 
be applied to direct and indirect listed real estate just as well, the focus in this respect has been 
laid on leverage as way to vary the risk/ return profile of non-listed real estate funds. This as a 
result of an alternative approach mentioned later on in this part, which stands in close harmony 
with the problem definition of this research assignment and not applicable for the other two 
types of real estate. 

2.5. 1 Understanding the effects of leverage 
During the process it became clear that this first area of attention is already generally known 
as a way to obtain a more tailor made real estate product, which makes it less attractive to 
examine in more detail. Nevertheless, the effects of leverage have been mentioned in 
Appendix B. Noticing again that these effects are identical for direct- and listed real estate 
investments . 

2.5.2 Product development 
An investor could adjust the risk-return profile of his exposure to a vehicle by adding debt. In 
current non-listed real estate vehicles we see that this percentage will be settled by the fund 
management. The total amount invested in the fund is leveraged by a certain percentage, 
which means that the loan-to-value ratio for all the investors will be the same. This process has 
been shown on the left side of figure 7. 

It has to be noted that most of the institutional investors are not allowed to leverage by 
themselves, as a result of certain (governmental) legislations. However, in case they invest in a 
certain fund their equity will be levered indirectly. By doing so, the (predetermined) leverage
percentage on fund-level determines the total debt added to the portfolio. All the investors are 
confronted with the same loan-to-value ratio and, as a result, exposed to the same risk. 

By offering the investors the opportunity to participate through different pre-determined loan
to-value ratios, he/ she could determine the desired risk/ return ratio. The total amount 
invested by the various investors, both equity and debt by leverage, would be the fund total. 
These changes with respect to the earlier mentioned approach are shown on the right side of 
figure7. 
The effect will be that the various investors will have a different kind of exposure, in terms of 
risk and return, within the same fund. Question remains whether this is possible from a legal 
perspective. 
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Figure 7: Current approach versus 'new' approach. 

2.6 The crux about the use of leverage 
In conclusion, the central points about the use of leverage include: 

a) While leverage can substantially increase returns, it can also substantially decrease 
return. In short, leverage works both ways: positively and negatively. Only the 
passage of time (and the measurement of actual returns) permits a definitive 
conclusion of the usage of leverage. 

b) The critical consideration is the spread between the (unlevered) asset's total return and 
the interest cost on property indebtedness. If this spread is positive, then leverage 
works to the benefit of the equity investor. If the spread is negative, then leverage 
works to the detriment of the equity investor. The degree of leverage magnifies -in 
geometric- a fashion- this effect. 

c) Leverage increases the volatility of returns. When the effect of leverage on both return 
and risks are viewed in combination, it is apparent that the use of leverage offers 
constant risk-adjusted returns. This theorem indicates that the expected benefits of 
leverage come at the expense of the increased volatility of returns. 

d) Spread and timing are essential. Whether leverage strategies are (not) expected to be 
rewarding, the following aspects have to be taken into consideration: (Expected-) asset 
returns, asset volatility and costs of debt. 

With respect to the earlier discussed alternative approach it can be concluded that it is possible 
to offer the investor the opportunity to participate through different pre-determined loan-to
value ratios from a theoretical perspective. Because in many countries institutional investors 
are not allowed to leverage by themselves, further elaboration of this approach has to be found 
in a legal field of attention. 
Consequently, the focus has been laid on the two other areas of attention, which also showed 
more interesting characteristics with respect to the problem definition. 
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2C. Real estate derivatives 

2.7 Introduction 
This subpart of the report has been devoted to discuss the second area of attention: "Real 
estate derivatives". In the breakdown of real estate capital markets one could already notice 
the real estate derivatives acting as a separate entity next to the existing real estate investment 
opportunities. 
Although this will be discussed in more detail later on, it could already be mentioned with 
respect to our search to more tailor made real estate products that the distinctive characteristics 
of real estate derivatives should be searched in their capability to add or extract specific real 
estate characteristics to a real estate investment portfolio, which makes it an interesting area of 
attention to examine. 
To get a more general idea what involves this type of product, the definition is mentioned in 
the next subparagraph. This description is meant whenever this term is used during the report. 

Subsequently an analysing process has been set up to provide insights where strengths have to 
be found in our search to more tailor made real estate products . The objectives of this process 
have been mentioned in the second subparagraph. The results, combined with the essence of 
the problem definition, are central point of discussion in the delineation process later on in the 
report. 

Paragraph 2.8 will make a start by describing the reasons why investors could seek for real 
estate derivatives . As it belongs to the 'Theoretical Framework' of this research assignment, 
the approach will therefore also be of theoretical nature. The real estate derivatives that occur 
in practice will be discussed in Part 3. 

2. 7. 1 Definition real estate derivatives 
Literature22 gives the following definition of real estate derivatives : 

Property derivatives are legal structures which result therein that the return of a person other 
than the property owner is in whole or in part derived from the total return of a real property 
or a portfolio of real properties (the underlying assets), whether or not related to an index. 
The derivative will be justified by the agreement made between two parties. 

This means that real estate derivatives can be described as products (directly or indirectly) 
derived from real estate, which are based on the value of the underlying real estate 
(components), whether or not related to an index. They allow investors to create a certain real 
estate exposure, without the necessity to realize a portfolio of direct or indirect real estate. 

2. 7.2 Objective 
In the introduction of this subpart a first objective was already mentioned shortly. As one will 
see later on, these derivatives have certain characteristics with respect to the regular real estate 
investment possibilities . Therefore it is interesting to map the interactions between these two. 

So, the objective of this part is twofold: 

C. Defining the reasons why investors could seek real estate derivatives => The 
deri vati ves-dri vers. 

22 Kluft, J., Property derivatives: an attempt to characterize and position, February 2002. 
This definition has been discussed during the Workshop 'Real Estate derivatives', organized by the 
IVBN and Deloitte & Touche. 
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D. Providing insights in the real estate characteristics that are the fundamentals of the 
various drivers, by which: 

• The characteristic(s) with a high degree of preferences for the concerning type 
of real estate will be brought along; 

• Possibility to counterbalance (compensate) the characteristic(s) with a low 
degree of preferences for the concerning type of real estate c.q. take 
advantages of the chances. 

2.8 Why invest in real estate derivatives? 
When considering the objectives why investors invest in real estate, a distinction between 
creating real estate exposure and risk control can be made. Institutional investors choose 
traditionally between a geographic spread, a sector spread or a mixture of different tenants. 
This way, they diversify risks associated to certain economic sectors or regions. 
Modern financing theories23 assume that derivatives are the exquisite instruments to improve 
an efficient allocation of resources. The possibility to detach the function of risk-allocation 
from the substantial investment-efforts generally known for real estate allocation is a unique 
characteristic that could be ascribed to derivatives and which could make these instruments 
highly valuable. 

The approach has been divided in a pure theoretical description and a bottom-up approach, 
which has to be seen as a more practical consequence of the theory. 

Indirect Real Estate 
(Listed & Non-listed) 

Distinguishing 
characteristics 

Adding/ extracting specific 
characteristic(s) ¥klere 
investor is focussing on 

Real Estate Derivatives 1---------+--'1 
Undertying 

Value-aspects 

Adding Value 

Figure 8: Overview theory RE derivatives. 

23 Investment & Pensions Europe, Derivatives Roundtable, December 2003 . 
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2.8. 1 Theory 
From a purely theoretical approach it can be noted that investors seek for real estate 
derivatives because they are only looking for 1 (or a combination of) specific characteristic(s) 
of real estate and they do not want other characteristics to be involved. Therefore the focus 
will be laid on 1 (or, again a combination of) specific characteristic(s) where the investor is 
focussing on. 

The importance of the utilization of real estate derivatives can primarily be found in the fact 
that in a simple, efficient and effective way specific real estate characteristics can be added to 
a real estate investment portfolio, without the necessity to acquire direct- or indirect real 
estate (Keeris, 2004) . 

Keeris24 uses figure 8 to describe this process. 

2.8.2 Bottom-up/ Practical consequences of the theory 

Because literature does not describe the investment goals for real estate derivatives, a bottom
up approach has been used to determine these reasons. Bottom-up means that the information 
has been derived from the practical examples that have been found in the current markets. This 
means that these reasons are mainly based on the products, which will be explained in Part 3. 

This approach could be seen as the practical consequence of the theory just mentioned . 
Subsequently four reasons could be pinpointed under this same theoretical denominator. 
However, as a result of the underlined word 'primarily' this will not encompass the total of 
reasons. Therefore, as a result of this bottom-up approach, some reasons were found, which do 
not encompass this same denominator on the same evident way. 

Because of the different perspectives of the investors it has to be noted no well-delineated 
ranges can be defined. As a result some of these reasons are showing an overlap. The three 
reasons that have been found are the following and will be discussed in the subsequent 
subparagraphs: 

A. Risk management; 
B. Exposure to real estate; 
C. Tactical allocation adjustments. 

A. Risk management 
One of the most important reasons why investments in derivatives are being made can 
be found in managing the risks associated with the investment portfolio. 
Derivatives could offer an inexpensive and efficient solution to place grouped risks 
outside the portfolio. 
The use will not be restricted by neutralizing the risks solely. It could also be 
implemented to increase the risk in parts of the portfolio, or a combination of these 
two. In this respect one could think of decreasing the risks of a certain section of the 
portfolio, while another section confronts these risks on purpose because of high 
expectations of market developments, which could result into outperforming returns . 

In the first case one could act as a passive investor. For example, the inflation-hedge 
contracts . One can conclude that investors who seek for this type of derivative try to 
control their risks. As described in the next part pension funds have inflation-linked 
liabilities . In this case the payback to the pensioners linked with the inflation, can be 
seen as a risk for the investor. By hedging the risk of deviant inflation, the investor 
can decrease this risk. 

24 Keeris, Edited version of Expressive Images, Framework of the Real Estate market, June 2004. 
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Diversification potential 
As a subdivision of risk control the diversification potential of derivatives could be 
mentioned as well. It is not clearly related to one already existing real estate derived 
product, but it is mentioned in literature several times25

. 

Although relatively unlikely nowadays, but in future scenarios one could imagine 
these real estate derivatives are being traded on the stock exchange. By doing so, they 
could show a different risk/ return profile with respect to the underlying assets, 
because of stock market sentiment. This could make this product unique towards other 
assets (correlates differently). This diversification potential is not yet (generally) 
known, which makes it hard to state investors are seeking for real estate derivatives 
because of this reason. 
However, the real estate market itself has to become a more recognized and 
appreciated market first. After all, the real estate derivative is derived from the 
existing real estate investment product. This means no real estate derivatives without a 
completely appreciated underlying real estate investment market. 

In case the derivative preserves its original risk/ return characteristics (e.g. the index 
where its has been derived from), it could be considered as an alternative to realize a 
diversified portfolio. Advantages in this respect are liquidity and elimination of 
intensive management. 
Furthermore, it can be noted that according to Mn Services26 a (small) allocation in 
e.g. inflation contracts can result into another total asset allocation . 
And by investing a percentage of the portfolio in Property Index Certificates (PICs), 
another portfolio could be realised. Which could result into a fast and easy 
diversification possibility . 

8. Exposure to real estate 
Earlier made investments in products like the Property Index Certificates (PICs), 
European Real Estate Certificates (ERECs) and Property Total Return Swap show that 
investors want to create a certain exposure to a specific real estate market27

. 

The reasons for this can be numerous. One of the reasons is that the investor does not 
have sufficient knowledge and resources, both financially and in terms of manpower, 
to create exposure (in that specific market). Another reason could be found in the fact 
that the investor is not familiar wit a specific (foreign country) real estate market or 
sector. 

The strength of the real estate derivatives could be found in the opportunity to create 
real estate exposure, by which the advantageous characteristics of real estate are 
combined with the advantageous trading characteristics (e.g. less labour- and 
knowledge intensive) of derivatives, without having to purchase properties in that 
specific market by themselves . 

C. Tactical allocation adjustments 
The PICs, ERECs and (Total Return) Swaps could also be mentioned regarding this 
point. An investor can consider to neutralize (or overweight) his existing exposure to 
real estate, in this context called tactical allocation adjustments. This portfolio 
construction stands in close harmony with the first and second point mentioned. Risk 
management is incorporated in the preceding studies that will eventually result in the 
compilation of the portfolio. 

25 C. Dert (June 2000), Asset Liability Management en Derivatives, VBA Journal. 
26 The administrator of insurance and collective provisions for the Dutch Engineering Industry. 
27 For the counterparty that offers this product, it should be seen from the perspective of risk control. 
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In this case real estate exposure is created as well but it has a tactical/ strategic 
approach, resulting in a (temporary) under- or overweighting of the percentage real 
estate in the total portfolio and within the real estate portfolio (e.g. tactical country- or 
sector allocations). 

A reason for this portfolio construction can be that the investor has a temporary 
overweight of real estate in his total portfolio (e.g. as a result of a recession in the 
stock-markets), or as a result of a tactical/ strategic decision to be under- or 
overweighed in real estate for a (short) period because a real estate respectively 
recession or recovery is forecasted . At this moment it is impossible to sell or buy real 
estate exposure in a fast, temporary, partial and priceless way. Consequently, the 
implementation of tactical/ strategic shifts in property weightings through the trading 
of direct property can be expensive. Real estate derivatives could circumvent this 
disadvantage. 

Real estate derivatives should offer the investor the opportunity to realize the earlier 
mentioned reasons in the short-term (also through its possible liquid character) . 

Alternatively, property derivatives are complementary to an investors' direct or 
indirect portfolio as a more liquid component that can, if required, be regularly and 
cost effectively traded. As such, an investor might have a core direct or indirect 
portfolio, and the property derivative could be an overlay to that portfolio. Property 
derivative structures can therefore provide investors with a degree of flexibility in 
managing their portfolio. 

2.8.3 Trends with respect to real estate derivatives 
When considering the just mentioned reasons and combining these with the size of 
institutional investors another global distinction can be found, exceptions left aside. These 
statements were the results of a panel discussion organized by Investment & Pensions 
Europe28

. 

• 

• 

For the smaller and medium sized institutional investors, property derivative structures 
tend to be used as a 'core' exposure to the market. As such, the property derivatives 
will be held as an alternative to either direct, or even collective property investment 
products. To that extent, the property derivatives are held for the longevity of the 
chosen investment period or, dependant upon the structure of the derivative, until it 
matures . 

For the medium and larger size institutional investors, property derivative structures 
tend to be used more tactically. It may be for example, that an investor has money to 
invest in the property market, but cannot find an appropriate direct or indirect 
investment opportunity to acquire. Rather than having committed money awaiting, 
investment being held in cash, with the risk of not being invested, the investor might 
acquire a property derivative structure, as a temporary means of increasing its 
exposure to the market, with a view to liquidating that position in due course. The 
proceeds from the sale of the derivative would then be reinvested into suitable direct 
or indirect investment opportunities, as and when they arise. 

2.9 Real estate derivatives-drivers linked with real estate characteristics 
After having defined the so-called derivatives drivers it will be possible to link them with the 
real estate characteristics. Not all the judged real estate characteristics will be taken into 
consideration in case of a specific derivatives-driver. Theory told us before that the importance 

28 Source : Investment & Pensions Europe, Derivative progress, December 2003 . 
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of the utilization could primarily be found in the fact that real estate characteristics can be 
added or extracted. 

To get an impression which real estate characteristics could be linked in theory with the 
concerning derivatives-drivers, it should be possible to obtain insights regarding the 
characteristic(s) with a high degree of preferences, which will be brought along. 
Moreover, certain insights could be obtained with respect to the possibility to counterbalance 
(compensate) the characteristic(s) with a low degree of preferences, as a result of the 
characteristics of derivatives . 

In the next part of the report the practical approach will be submitted to this theoretical 
approach. 

In table 1 the interfaces between the real estate characteristics and the derivatives-drivers can 
be found. In the subparagraphs below these character/ number combinations will described in 
more detail. 

24 

A. Risk Management 

Al. Before one could see that one of the most important reasons for investments in 
derivatives can be found in controlling the risk associated with the investment 
portfolio. These risks could be found in every earlier discussed real estate 
characteristic. Therefore it concerns every real estate characteristic in this respect. Of 
course it will not be easy to control (adding or extracting) them all, but it could be 
mentioned that derivatives could compensate the illiquid and labour- and knowledge 
intensive characteristics of real estate. 

A2. Pension funds have inflation-linked liabilities. By investing in an inflation 
contract this characteristic has been stripped from the real estate by the counterpart 
that offers this product. This means that for the institutional investor he has a certain 
guarantee regarding his indexed liabilities. For the counterpart it can be mentioned the 
return of his vehicle is linked to the inflation. 

A3. The diversification potential with other assets should be seen as a result of the 
combination of the risk and return of the derivative, positioned towards other 
investment classes. Irrespective if it has preserved its original risk/ return because of 
stock market sentiment, it is possible that an investor seeks for a product, which 
correlates in one way or another with his investment portfolio. By means of 
derivatives 'obstacles' like liquidity and intensive management could be avoided. 
As mentioned earlier, the market for real estate derivatives is not (yet) mature enough 
to describe it as a separate investment class as such. 

B. Exposure to real estate 

B. When considering this point it can be said that all real estate characteristics are 
involved. It is the objective of the investor to realize in an easy way real estate 
exposure within his portfolio. This means he wants to profit from all of the real estate 
characteristics at once, possibly by investing in a derivative real estate product. 

By doing so, the investor will also be confronted with characteristics having received 
a lower degree of preference. As a result of the characteristics of the derivatives some 
of these lower preferred characteristics could be compensated. In this particular case 
the labour- and knowledge matters could be deprived. Liquidity could be mentioned in 
this respect as well, but in case this is of importance for the investor, it is more likely 
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he wants to create real estate exposure for the purpose discussed m the next 
subparagraph. 

However, not all the characteristics that have received a lower degree of preference 
could be compensated by a counterbalancing characteristic of derivatives (e.g. 
inefficiency/ heterogeneity) . These should be accepted as unavoiding characteristics of 
the real estate investment market. 

C. Tactical allocation adjustments 

C. In addition to the facts mentioned in the previous subparagraph, it can be 
concluded the real estate exposure realised in this respect only appeals as a result of 
tactical motives, imposed by e.g. the results of the ALM-studies. The specific real 
estate market where it is focussing on is of minor importance, it only considers the 
data connected with the markets and sectors. Therefore characteristics like historic 
return, risk, dividend yield and the diversification potential with other assets will be 
taken into consideration. 
Because of its required liquidity in this respect, real estate is not the ideal asset to 
execute these tactical implementations. However, the ascribed liquid characteristic of 
derivatives could compensate this. Together with this, the deprival of labour- and 
knowledge matters could be mentioned. 
When considering the stable and long term cash-flow characteristic of real estate, this 
characteristic will be of no importance when an investor has short-term objectives in 
this respect. 
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2D. (Commercial) mortgage backed securities 

2.10 Introduction 
The methodology which encompasses the theory related to the (Commercial) Mortgage 
Backed Securities ((C)MBS) has been identified as the third area of attention. Although this 
methodology will be discussed in Part 3 in more detail, it has to be mentioned it enables to 
realize different risk/ return profiles within the same product. Nevertheless, as could be seen in 
the "Breakdown of real estate capital markets" (figure 3), one is dealing with a debt-related 
real estate investment. Question is if this accompanying methodology could bring new insights 
with respect to more (equity-related) tailor made real estate products . 

During the years these (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities have established themselves 
as a separate (mature) entity within the total scope of investment products and in general not 
judged as e.g. derivatives, but from a pure theoretical point of view these products could be 
considered as a derivative of the financial market with real estate as the underlying value. 
Furthermore, for some real estate investor these (C)MBS are a possible alternative in their real 
estate portfolios (especially in case of the higher investment grades29

). 

So, it should be noted that this last mentioned product has in this respect not been qualified as 
a real estate derivative as such, but as a derivative of the financial market with the property or 
the real estate investment portfolio as the underlying value. 

Consequently, these (C)MBS could be submitted to the same analysing theoretical approach a 
was used with respect to the real estate derivatives, including the accompanying objective as 
mentioned in paragraph 2.7.2. 

Again, to get a more general idea what involves this type of product, the definition is 
mentioned in the next subparagraph. This description is meant whenever this term is used 
during the report . 

2. 10. 1 Definition (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities 
(Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities are a type of securitization. 

Securitization30 is the process of turning assets, which are in first instance not separately 
tradable (illiquid assets), into tradable assets (free marketable shares) or the process whereby 
receivables are pooled and refinanced by the issue of bonds, which are sold to the investors. 

Depending on the type of property that serves as the underlying, the bonds take the form of 
mortgage-backed securities (MBS), which are used to refinance commercial properties 
(CMBS), or residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), which are used to securitise 
residential mortgage loans . 

2. 10.2 Bottom-up/ Practical consequences of the theory 
Supplementary to the three earlier mentioned reasons why investors seek for derivatives, the 
following reason can be mentioned: 

D. (Risk)-Return driven 

29 This will be discussed in more detail in part 3. 
30 In literature another explanation for the term securitization can be found . This term also indicates the 
Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) . The process whereby private companies turn into public listed 
companies. This is not part of this research assignment and is not meant, in this context, when using the 
term securitization. 
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Based on the (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities, (C)MBS, it can be said the 
investors seek for derivatives for a certain (Risk)-Return compilation. 
In this context we have to deal with a broad range of different types of (Risk)-Retum 
ratios within the same product. Considering for example an AAA-qualification, it can 
be seen as a fixed income-product, while on the other hand the unrated tranches will 
be compared with equity . In the next part of this report the (C)MBS will be explained 
in more detail. 

2. 10.3 Derivatives-drivers linked to real estate characteristics 
Supplementary to the derivatives-drivers mentioned in paragraph 2.9, the driver as mentioned 
below could be placed under this same denominator. By doing so, it could be mentioned in 
table 1 too. This table shows the interfaces between the real estate characteristics and the 
deri vati ves-dri vers . 

D. (Risk)-return driven 

D. Regarding this reason the investor only takes the (expected) risk/ return profile into 
account, which means that he could just as well choose for another investment class, 
which shows a corresponding risk/ return profile. Therefore the characteristics like 
stable and long-term cash flow, historic return, risk and dividend yield will be taken 
into consideration. 
He does not want to be involved with other troublesome peculiarities connected with 
real estate, only the (expected) risk/ return profile matters. It might be he wants to 
profit from the stable and long-term cash flows for as long as he wants, but in case he 
wants to get rid of them, it should be just as easy to sell them. Again, it could be 
mentioned that the ascribed liquid characteristic of derivatives could compensate this, 
combined with the deprival of labour- and knowledge matters . 

2.11 Conclusions 
In this part the theory related to three areas of attention has been discussed. Each of them 
explaining a theory or methodology to obtain real estate products that could fit more to the 
needs of the investors. 
The theoretical approach that has been used enabled us to get insights where strengths had to 
be found in our search to more tailor made real estate products. Furthermore, these results, 
combined with the essence of the problem definition, were central point of discussion in the 
delineation process. Necessary to define which product or method will be studied in more 
detail with respect to the problem definition and in order to obtain a suitable 'answer' to the 
problem definition. 

Table 1, shown at the start of this part, could be considered as a result of this process and 
based on the insights obtained from this table it can be concluded that the strengths of (real 
estate) derivatives primarily have to be searched in their more liquid characteristic and 
elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters . 
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PART 3- MARKET DEVELOPMENTS 

3.1 Introduction 
In the previous part of the report, the theory behind the three areas of attention has been 
discussed. This part has been devoted to discuss the underlying products of the second and 
third area of attention (respectively real estate derivatives and (Commercial) mortgage backed 
securities), which have been found during the market analysis. The approach will be of 
practical nature, but during this analysis they will be submitted to the theoretical approach. 

The accompanying objective is twofold: 

C. Obtain insights whether these products succeed in the reason why they are founded; 
D. Secondly, if their methods can be used in harmony with the problem definition of this 

research assignment. 

Table 1 and the conclusion of Part 2 showed that the success-factors of (real estate) derivatives 
primarily have to be searched in their more liquid character and the fact they are less labour
and knowledge intensive compared to the existing/ traditional real estate investments. 
Together with the second objective this has subsequently resulted in the following structuring 
of the exploration of the various products (see table 2): 

Structuring the exploration of the products 
A. Background of the product 

B. Structure & process 

C. In what way is real estate exposure created? 

D. Liquidity of the product 

E. Elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters 

· F. Viability of the product 

Table 2: Structuring the exploration of the products. 

First a start will be made to discuss some general background thoughts with respect to the real 
estate derivatives. 

3.2 Real estate derivatives 
Real estate markets are becoming more and more professional. As a result new products, 
which can be found in the capital markets are being introduced in the real estate market. 
Functions related to these characteristics, like indices and derivatives are getting more rights to 
exist. 
These developments can be found globally, with the remark that regional differences regarding 
the maturity of the real estate markets, occur. 
Figure 9 shows the position of these different markets. This graph implies that the US, UK, 
Australia and Hong-Kong are ahead of Japan and Western Europe. In continental Europe the 
Netherlands is probably the most mature market. 
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Forwards and Futures 

This kind of contract obliges the 
owner of a forward/ future to 
buy an asset, at a certain 
predetermined moment in the 
future , against a price that has . 
been determined at the time of 
the start of the contract. 
When, at the time of expiration, 
the price of the contract lies 
below the market-price, the 
owner of the contracts will make 
a profit. Otherwise a loss will be 
made in case the calculation
price will be below the 
predetermined price. 
The difference between forwards 
and futures can be found in the 
institutional framework in which 
the contract will be traded . 
Forwards are so-called 'over
the-counter' -contracts, across 
which will be negotiated and 
closed by two parties. Both 
parties are exposed to the risk 
that the counterparty cannot 
fulfil his/ her obligations. 
Futures are freely marketable 
instruments, which will be 
traded under predefined 
conditions, with the intention to 
prevent a lack of liquidity by 
one of the parties. 
Forwards or futures can be 
described as symmetrical 
products, as both parties have an 
obligation. 

Swaps 

Swaps are nothing more than a 
series forward contracts. With a 
swap-contract two parties 
exchange (or 'swap') a certain 
cash flow · for a certain time 
period. The interest-swap and 
currency-swap are most 
common used swaps. 
In addition there are stocks
swaps, which derive their value 
from stocks-indices, like certain 
'stock-baskets '. An example of 
this could be an agreement 
whereby the total return from 
the S&P 500 will be swapped 
against the total return of the 
AEX. 

Options 

Options give the holders the 
right to buy or sell an asset on a 
certain moment in the future 
against a predefined price. This 
price has been determined at the 
time of issuing and the holder of 
this option pays a certain 
premium for this right. 
Conversely the issuer has the 
obligation to sell or buy against 
that predefined price. 
Options can be described as a
symmetrical because they give 
one side a right and the other 
side an obligation. 

Table 3: Futures/ Forwards, Swaps and Options. 
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Figure 9: Degree of maturity RE markets 
(Source: VGM January 2002, Bronckers, Van der Gaast and De Nekker) 

It will not be surprising that certain initiated instruments in the British real estate market, 
which have increased the professionalism of the real estate investment market, may/ have been 
introduced in the Dutch market. The IPD can be mentioned as a good example in this context. 
This might just as well happen with the market for real estate derivatives . 

Experts in the real estate industry31 expect that, for numerous reasons, the demand for these 
products will increase as well. 

In the UK initiatives concerning these products have been appreciated differently. Some of 
these products have proven to be reasonably successful, others not. Ten years ago the first real 
estate derivatives have been introduced in the Netherlands . 
Compared with derivatives found in the financial markets there will also be a large diversity of 
products in the area of real estate derivatives imaginable. 
Three divisions constitute the primary building stones, from which all these combinations are 
composed. These building stones are options, futures and swaps. Table 3 gives a more detailed 
overview regarding these three categories and the products, which have been originated from 
them. Because these building stones are not real estate related, they will only be mentioned 
shortly in table 4 . They can also concern other financial products, which derive their value 
from something else than real estate. However, they could be implemented/ applied in case of 
real estate deals as well. 
For every example mentioned in the table a separate subparagraph has been reserved. 

For the sake of convenience the derivatives of the financial markets, with real estate as the 
underlying value, have been included in this table to get a complete overview. The figure 
shows that the inflation component of the inflation contracts has been transferred to this 
category. The reason why will be elaborated upon in the concerning subparagraph. 

31 As a result of a panel discussion organized by IVBN (Vereniging van Institutionele Beleggers in 
Vastgoed, Nederland). 
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Table 4: Primary building stones Real Estate Derivatives & Examples 

3.2. 1 Introduction market analysis 
During market analysis several as real estate derivatives judged products were confronted. 
They were already mentioned shortly in the previous paragraph but will be elaborated upon 
according to the following partition and are structured according to the six aspects mentioned 
in the introduction of this part: 

• § 3.2.2 Property Index Certificates (P!Cs)I Property Index Forwards (P/Fs) 
• § 3.2.3 Property Total Return Swaps 
• § 3.2.4 European Real Estate Certificates ( ERECs) I Europa Immobilia Certificates 

(E/Cs) 
• § 3.2.5 Inflation contracts 

Besides these examples some other real estate derivatives have existed. For various reasons 
they did not survive and because their existence was only short not much can be found in 
literature about these products. They will be mentioned shortly in the description below: 

London Fox 
The first real estate derivative product is the London Futures and Options Exchange (FOX) . It 
existed of four real estate futures33

, which were started in 1991, but the trading in these kinds 
of products was stopped half a year later already. When analysing this product, the failure 
could be attributed to various reasons like targeting the wrong market (bankers in stead of real 
estate specialists), four contracts were launched at the same time (resulted in disperse 
concentration), the product should have been less sophisticated and the liquidity of these 
products should have been improved first. 

32 Swaps can be seen as a series of forward contracts . 
33 Including: Residential property contract, Mortgage interest rate (MIN) contract, Commercial property 
capital values contract and Commercial property rents contract. 
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Real Estate Index Market (REIM) 
Besides the London Fox the 'Real Estate Index Market (REIM) ' can be added (1996-1998). It 
were OTC34 Forward contracts based on the monthly IPD indices and the trading went via 
brokers, but there was no market maker and history, which resulted therein that this products 
never came off the ground. 

There are different reasons, which can be mentioned why real estate derivatives had problems 
to survive in the UK. In the first place this was caused by one of the most important 
requirements for a properly working market for real estate derivatives: sufficient liquidity . 

A second problem is the small cross-fertilization between the different disciplines. Real estate 
specialists have insufficient knowledge of derivatives and derivatives-specialists often know 
little about real estate. To distinguish the mutual bottlenecks and to find a way to solve this 
problem, they have founded the Property Derivatives Users Association (PDUA) in the UK, 
with the objective to accomplish broad support for these kinds of products. 

3.2.2 Property Index Certificates (PICs) I Property Index Forwards (PIFs) 

A. Background of the products 

Property Index Certificates ("PICs") were devised by Aberdeen Property Investors Ltd. in 
cooperation with Barclays Property Investment Ltd . in 1994 and were the first "synthetic" 
property instrument, providing investors with index-based returns, set according to the 
performance of the Investment Property Databank (IPD) Annual Index UK35

, both capital and 
income. Since their origination, a total of circa €1 .5 billion has been transacted, divided into 
several successive distributions . 
In earlier PIC issues Barclays was the seller of its real estate exposure. In the issues that 
followed Barclays did not sell its own property risk but repackaged the property risk of third 
parties. 

In 1996 Aberdeen Property Investors Ltd . launched the Property Index Forwards ("PIFs") in 
cooperation with Barclays Property Investment Ltd. PIFs are the first over-the-counter 
property derivative contracts, based upon the IPD Annual Capital Growth Index UK. 

B. Structure & process 

PICs are index-trackers and structured as Eurobonds36
. The buyer of a PIC, as a matter of fact 

a bond, gets a return based on the IPD Annual Index UK over the nominal value of the 
Eurobond. These returns consist of two components: 

• the revenues-dependent part, which is determined by the changes in the stream of 
revenues resulting from rental incomes; 

• possible capital growth of the underlying real estate37
• 

34 Over-The-Counter. 
35 The IPD Annual Index measures the returns realized by institutional investors on direct UK real 
estate. 
36 A bond issued and traded outside the country whose currency it is denominated in , and outside the 
regulations of a single country; usually a bond issued by a non-European company for sale in Europe. 
Also called global bond. Source: www.investorwords.com. 
37 In case of the PIFs only capital return, according to the IPD annual index, will be provided. 
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Both revenues and capital changes will be determined by the ((sub-)sector) !PD-index. The 
rental incomes are, in advance, estimated by the IPD and paid quarterly, minus a little margin. 
Differences with the realized rental revenues are being deducted the next quarter. 
At the time the PICs expire, when they will be paid off, the investor also receives the capital 
growth based on the !PD-index. 

At the time the PICs expire, when they will be paid off, the investor also receives the capital 
growth based on the !PD-index. When settling the nominal value of the PIC at € 1000 and the 
value will, based on the index, increase 10% during the term of the PIC, the investor will be 
paid€ 1.100 at expire. Conversely, when a decline of 10 % of the value can be noticed, the 
investor will be paid€ 900. 

The costs for an investor involve an entrance fee and an annual management fee of 0.15%, 
calculated over the value and deducted from the annual paid revenues . 

When structuring the PIC it is important to find a party that wants to hand over its real estate 
exposure. This can be an investor who has an over-allocation to real estate and wants to reduce 
this over-exposure (temporary) . 
The PIC will be raised with intervention of a bank, which will issue the Eurobond with mostly 
terms of 3, 5 and 7 years. The bank will act as an intermediary and will pass the !PD-returns 
on to the investors . Figure IO shows this process: 
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Property 
Risk 

IPD .Allnual Captal GroWh at 
redemption 

Pre.de lined compensation 

.............................................. ............ 

Bank 
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Figure JO: Source: Edited version of Aberdeen Property Investors Ltd. 

In fact it implies a SW AP38 -contract between the seller of the real estate exposure and the 
bank. Real estate risk is translated into a loan. The seller guarantees the bank the payments of 
the returns, equal to the !PD-index returns . In exchange for this, the seller receives an interest
return over the revenues, realized by the PIC-distribution. In fact, the revenues of this 
distribution will be held by the bank as a deposit. 
The seller will try to underwrite his commitments by isolating a part from his total portfolio 
that is reasonably representative for the compilation of the !PD-index. There will always be a 
mismatch and the advantages and disadvantages will be on account and risk of the seller. 
When the portfolio performs better than the index, the seller has extra returns. 
Underperformance means a loss for the seller. 

38 See 'Total Return Swap' . 
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C. In what way is real estate exposure created? 

From the buyer's perspective PICs give the opportunity to create direct real estate exposure 
(including its characteristics) in a simple way. For instance the stable & long-term, predictable 
cash flows. The risk/ return profile is consistent with the index it has been derived from, which 
represents the average returns of the participating assets. When taking the IPD Annual Index 
in consideration only one risk/ return profile can be obtained. This index cannot be 
outperformed. The investor is bound to the risk/ return profile of direct real estate of the 
specific market, or, when based on a sub-index, only on that specific sub-index. Based on 
these (sub)indices, different profiles in terms of risk/ return could be offered. 

D. Liquidity of the product 

A certain critical mass is necessary to come off the ground and to guarantee a certain liquidity. 
Before 3 till 5 days were mentioned by Aberdeen to sell a considerable quantity of PICs based 
on the UK situation, but question is if this same liquidity can be guaranteed for other markets 
where this product has not yet been launched. 
Current market volumes of these products are too small, which causes illiquidity. 

E. Elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters 

When considering the buyers of the PIC, two types of investors could be identified. For both it 
can be concluded that a PIC transaction offers opportunities regarding the deprival of labour
and knowledge intensive matters : 

• 

• 

The first are too small to realize a direct portfolio by themselves and the PICs could 
result in a cost-efficient investment opportunity (after all: comparatively they have 
higher organizational costs). Also more efficiency when taking costs for transactions 
in consideration. 
The second group has bigger investment volumes and in advance of the realization or 
extension of an own portfolio or in case of certain market expectations, the 
organization can choose by and PIC-transaction to create/ increase real estate exposure 
immediately or the needs to be tactically under- or overweighed in direct real estate. 

F. Viability of the product 

This product can only sustain by the existence of an index that is sufficient reliable39 and 
mature40

. Noticing the difference between the UK-index and Continental Europe-indices, it 
can be concluded the UK-index is by far more mature and reliable, which makes this product 
more viable in the UK if compared with Continental Europe. 
Question is if this will (ever) be the fact in Continental Europe and if this will be judged by the 
investors as such? As Jong as this is not the fact, it will be hard to implement a product based 
on these indices. 
In case these indices are fully appreciated, there will be an opportunity to offer different 
participations with different risk/ return profiles, based on different sub-indices. 

Despite this, liquidity remains an issue. In the theoretical framework this was mentioned as 
one of the characteristics of derivatives that could compensate the illiquid characteristic of real 
estate. The just mentioned remarks reveal liquidity is not that obvious and could only be 
judged as such by the existence of a certain necessary critical mass . 

39 Also caused by the effects of lagging and smoothing. 
40 Not all countries have indices that have already lasted a serious time span. A convincing data-series is 
necessary in case of well-grounded assumptions/ studies and even to derive products from it. 
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3.2.3 Property Total Return Swaps 

A. Background of the product 

In this paragraph the most often used Swap, the Property Total Return Swap (PTRS), will be 
explained. It has to be mentioned that other different types exist, but this depends on the 
agreements that have been made between the different parties involved and can have 
numerous kinds of structures. 

B. Structure & process 

As the name suggests, a swap in its simplest form is an agreement between two parties to 
exchange two streams of cash flow for an agreed period of time and related to a pre-defined 
formula. Swaps are most commonly associated with interest rates and currencies, but 'total 
return' swaps also exist where the index return (measured by an index) of one asset class is 
exchanged with that of another asset class. 

For example, an investor wishes to sell € 100 million of retail property in order to buy the 
same amount of office property. This may be done in the belief that either retail will perform 
worse than offices or that the fund, for risk management purposes, wishes to reduce exposure 
to the retail sector. 

In current circumstances, the investor would need to identify properties for sale and then find 
buyers for the retail properties and find sellers of office properties. This strategy takes long to 
execute and involves high transaction costs . 

With the Total Return Swaps the investor agrees, through an intermediary, to swap with 
another investor the returns of the retail property sector as measured by the IPD. Opposed to 
this he will receive the returns of the IPD office property sector. This swap would relate to a 
set notional amount for a pre-agreed period of time. It should be noted that, when such swaps 
are made, only index returns are swapped. The out- I underperformance generated by 
individual assets is retained. In figure 11 this process has been described in a graphical 
overview. 
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Figure I 1: Overview Total Return Swap 

This transaction could potentially be performed in half a day and at a fraction of the cost of 
transacting the actual properties. Therefore this opportunity should primarily be considered as 
a tactical one, instead of a strategic decision. In case his market expectations remain low/ 
decrease, he would not consider this Swap, but he will try to sell his investments in this stage. 
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In this respect it can also be mentioned that a Swap is labour intensive and expensive for the 
long term and will be hard to price assuming this same long term. 

After the contract period, the arrangement would lapse and the effective exposures of the 
investors involved would revert to the situation prior to the swap agreement being made. 
However, if both parties agree, the arrangement could be renewed. 

This various Swaps can concern a swap between the returns of two different IPD-(sub)indices 
For example Swap IPD Netherlands with IPD UK or swap ROZJ IPD residential Netherlands 
with ROZJ IPD offices Netherlands. 

C. In what way is real estate exposure created? 

It depends on the construction of the deal but by using this methodology the investor could 
exchange a temporary exposure (or recovery of a tactical over- or underweighting) to a certain 
real estate-market or -sector. 

D. Liquidity of the product 

This is not primarily the case with respect to this type of product, because this product will 
preliminary concern OTC-deals. In this respect it is specifically tailored to serve the needs of 
two parties, which causes illiquidity. 

E. Elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters 

The PTRS could offer the opportunity to realize an interest (a tactical over- or 
underweighting) in a direct real estate (sub)-market in a fast and easy way but still with 
substantial labour efforts . Question remains whether tax authorities will accept this . According 
to Prudential this will not be the case, at least not for the UK situation. 
It has to be noted that the preceding due diligence has to be considered as a relatively intense 
process. 

F. Viability of the product 

The returns of this product are also measured according to the results of indices . This means 
that the same problems are faced, which were mentioned in case of the PICs and PIFs. This 
also means that the investor is bound to the (limited) risk/ return profiles of the (sub-)index. 

Illiquidity in this respect is not an issue, because of the OTC-character of this type of deal and 
the investors are not looking for this derivative to compensate the illiquid characteristic of real 
estate. Liquidity could only be mentioned in this respect when searching counterparts to 
initiate this type of a deal. 
Note: illiquidity of real estate could even be the cause of such a deal, because the impossibility 
to sell and buy fast and efficient. 
It does have a counterbalancing effect in terms of the deprival of labour- and knowledge 
intensive matters. 

This product has advantages in terms of tactical over- or under weightings, but the major issue 
will remain finding a suitable counterpart. 
Furthermore it could, because of its OTC-character, possibly result is an intransparent price
making process. 
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3.2.4 European Real Estate Certificates (ERECs) I Europa lmmobilia Certificates 
(E/Cs) 

A. Background of the product 

Both Goldman Sachs (ERECs) and Merill Lynch (EICs) use for their most important real 
estate derivative the EPRA-index. The 'EPRA Europe-index' consists of 81 listed European 
real estate funds and has a total market capitalization of approximately€ 74 billion. 
The European Real Estate Certificates (ERECs) and Europa Imrnobilia Certificates (EICs) 
give the investor the opportunity to get exposure to the European listed real estate sector by 
investing in I single product. It is an index-linked investment vehicle that tracks the 
performance of the EPRA-index. 

B. Structure & process 

The investor buys exposure, based on the stock prices of the funds participating in the EPRA
index. All costs resulting from the trading in the EPRA-index, included rebalancing as a result 
of transformations or changes in the index, are included in the price. 

The ERECs and EICs differ in the way the settlement amounts are being calculated: 
Goldman Sachs calculates the return of the total period on the level of the EPRA-index five 
years from now. Goldman Sachs expects to receive dividends on the underlying shares . This 
means, based on the fact the EPRA-index is a 'price-return' -index (dividends are not 
included), these shares will be sold by Goldman Sachs with a discount in relation to the 
current EPRA-index level41

. 

During its term the discount will decrease and eventually the ERECs will expire on index
level. However, comparing the discount with the (annual) dividend returns on the underlying 
shares it can be concluded this discount is not really spectacular. 

Merrill Lynch uses another method to calculate the settlement amount. Their issue price 
consists of a certain fee and they calculate the return of the total period on the level of the 
EPRA-index seven years from now. Furthermore they do not compensate the missed 
dividends. 

It can be concluded the ERECs are more attractive, given the fact that results are measured 
according to the same index. Based on the same index results and by deducting the fee in case 
of the EiC and without a compensation for the missed dividends it should be clear the ERECs 
will give a higher return at the end of the period. 

C. In what way is real estate exposure created? 

By investing is such a product the investor realises a geographical spread due to the 
diversification of the EPRA index. A sector which can be described as a relatively defensive 
and stable sector, spread across all of Europe. Because of their stock market volatility one 
should wonder if there is really real estate exposure that is created or does it correlate more 
with stock markets . 
Furthermore, one of the most important reasons to invest in real estate, the annual dividend, is 
not incorporated but is only partly compensated by a discount on the issue price. As a result 
the product is not liable to fluctuating annual dividends as a result of real estate market 
movements . 

41 More specific: The index is a price return index. Goldman Sachs will receive the dividends on the 
hedge and will compensate investors by issuing the certificate at a discount. This means that the 
investors will receive € 100 value of the EPRA Index for an issue price of€ 91. 
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D. Liquidity of the product 

Only a small number of certificates are available. This means, when only a small number of 
investors participate with a big sum of money, liquidity will be rather low. And even in case 
various investors participate with lower sums this illiquidity will remain because of the small 
amount of certificates offered. 

E. Elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters 

ERECs and EICs could be managed in an easy way. By investing in such a product the 
investor is offered an opportunity to create exposure to the European public real estate market 
(and its underlying characteristics) without considerable efforts. 

F. Viability of the product 

First of all one has to wonder to what extent real estate exposure is created and what the 
influence of stock market sentiment is on these shares . Nevertheless, the ERECs and EICs 
could offer exposure to the European public real estate market on an easy way . Question 
remains by how far real estate is being created and not stock market exposure. 
Due to the missing (annual) dividends compensated by a (far too) low discount, one should 
even wonder whether this product is still attractive as an alternative for a real estate 
investment. 

As long as only a small number of certificates is available, there will be no liquidity, which 
makes it hard for the large institutional investors to realize the desired real estate exposure. 
Consequently, for the buyer of such a product it will be hard to sell his investment in this 
product. 
Furthermore only one risk/ return profile, according to the figures resulting from the EPRA, 
can be obtained. 

To guarantee liquidity (and viability in this respect) a certain critical mass is required, which is 
not the case at this stage. This means that this real estate derivate in practice does not work as 
a compensating factor for the illiquidity of real estate, earlier described in the theoretical 
approach. This is the case for the deprival of labour- and knowledge intensive matters. 
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3.2.5 Inflation contracts 

A. Background of the product 

In this world everybody ' s desire is to protect his or her collected fortune against devaluation 
and if possible to invest this fortune in such a way that this value will, even in spite of 
devaluation, increase. 
This has resulted in a more and more scientific approach of investing and Central Banks 
attempt to curb the depreciation (the inflation) through raising or reducing the interest rates. 
The influence of inflation is of crucial importance for global economies. 
Consequently much has been written, discussed and calculated about this phenomenon and its 
subsequent risks. 

Within the spectrum of categories of parties participating in the economic process one can find 
parties who have financial liabilities with an inflation component for numerous years. In other 
words they have real (indexed) liabilities. Among these parties one can find pension funds. 
On the opposite real estate can be found with its inflation linked revenues . This is a result of 
the rental contracts according to which rents will be increased annually by the CPI-index42

. 

Given these facts Inflation Exchange Fund N.V., IEF, and Bouwfonds Asset Management 
B .V. have developed a way to transfer this inflation-component from those who have inflation 
linked contracts to those who do have inflation linked liabilities . 

8. Structure & process 

Real estate can be divided into two return components, which could be sold separately. One of 
these components includes the inflation component. This means the following components can 
be mentioned and which are shown in figure 12. In the text below this figure will be explained. 

I] 

A. Inflation component; 
B. Income return (- inflation component) ~ B includes A. When A is being sold, B has 

to be excluded from part A; 
C. Capital growth . 

Fictive scenario of the total 
return of a property or portfolio 

Rental ineome 

TI me 

Initiator lnnatlon contract (C) 
(IEF) 

Investors (A} 

Initiator innatlon contract ( B) 
(IEF) 

Figure 12: Fictive scenario of the total return of a property or portfolio. 

42 Consumers Price Index. 
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IEF has divided the real estate-related revenues in a certain future sum of revenues (the 
starting rents) and an uncertain future sum of revenues (the inflation) and made this last one 
tradable, among other things through solving the questions concerning terms and capability of 
guarantee. 
Via this contract, the actual future inflation will be sold to investors. Hedged by real estate 
portfolios, investors receive an annual compounded inflation (calculated over a fixed coupon 
amount) for a set time period (the "contract period") . 
Considering a fictive scenario as indicated in figure 12, where the total return of a real estate 
portfolio is shown, this means that component A will be sold to investors, while component A 
+ C remains of the initiator of the inflation contract (IEF) . 

This is especially interesting from the perspective of investors who have financial liabilities 
for numerous years, with an inflation component. For these types of parties it is interesting to 
buy this "hedge" against future inflation. 
IEF as the owner of the real estate43 receives the full rental revenues (income return), included 
indexation during the contract period. 

C. In what way is real estate exposure created? 

The inflation component on itself has to be seen as an associated product of real estate, for 
which returns do not depend on real estate market fluctuations and will subsequently not result 
into real estate exposure. As a result, this component should not be seen as a real estate 
derivative as such, but as a derivative of the financial markets with real estate as a product 
where it has been derived from. 
The underlying real estate (incl. capital growth and income return - the inflation component) 
remains the same and for the initiator, in this case IEF, which has to manage the portfolio 
nothing will change either. 

Because the focus lies on the derived part, it can be concluded this product does not result into 
real estate exposure. This has also been the reason why this component has been transferred in 
table 4 to the derivatives of the financial markets. Because two return components could be 
offered separately one could speak about a possibility to offer the product with different risk/ 
return profiles . 

D. Liquidity of the product 

This is not primarily the case with respect to this type of product, because this product will 
always concern an OTC-deal. In this respect it is a tailor made product, which causes 
illiquidity. However, liquidity might be possible in case of sufficient critical mass and a 
uniform approach towards the technical composition of these products/ methodology e.g. by 

. . . 44 
ass1gnmg a ratmg . 

E. Elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters 

In case of adding this protection against inflation to the portfolio, the concerning fund can 
change its asset mix. By securing (a certain part of) the portfolio against inflation, the investor 
has guaranteed this inflation-linked part. This means that no extra efforts have to be made 
regarding these aspects for as long the contract takes. It does not implicate he will be deprived 
of all the efforts with respect to the other portfolio-linked matters . 

43 The first contract originated by IEF was arranged in cooperation with Mn Services on behalf of 
PFMT (Pensioen Fonds Metaal en Techniek). IEF took over a part of the Shell real estate portfolio, 
which became the underlying value for this deal. 
44 Ascribing a rating is one of the main essences 
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F. Viability of the product 

When this product will be distributed on the market in big numbers, this product will shine 
new lights on the total portfolio of institutional investors. Significant problem is the critical 
mass of the real estate portfolio that has to be obtained to sell this inflation hedge. 
Consequently it can be mentioned this product can only sustain in a real estate market that is 
sufficient large enough, not being the dominant player in the concerning market. 

Seen from the perspective of the investors who want to hedge their inflation-linked liabilities, 
this product could fulfil their needs. Both counter parties have different objectives, but can 
profit, from other aspects resulting from that specific deal. 

This means that an advantage can be found in the fact real estate can be divided into two 
elements that create two products which both serve their own market, based on a real estate 
characteristic . In other words: pension funds that invested in real estate because of its 
supposed inflation hedge can buy this hedge, without having the confusing influences of this 
asset in their portfolio. On the other hand a real estate investor can also really invest in real 
estate, while the future inflation-exponent can be received in advance and be used as a certain 
"leverage" in terms of financing the portfolio . 

Disadvantage, if one wants to see it in that way, can be found m its private character 
(intransparency) and how this product should be priced. 

Because the inflation component does not result into real estate exposure, the statement has 
been made that this component is not qualified as a real estate derivative as such, but as a 
derivative of the financial markets with (coincidentally) real estate as the underlying value. 
Furthermore this component will also not be implemented to compensate certain real estate 
characteristics. 
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3.3 (Commercial) mortgage backed securities 

3.3. 1 Background of the product 
In the previous chapter the definition for (Commercial) mortgage-backed securities45 was 
already mentioned. Both these Commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS) and 
Residential mortgage backed securities (RMBS) can be placed under the same denominator: 
Mortgage backed securities (MBS). Receivables with regular, homogenous payment streams 
are suitable for securitization. This includes rent and lease payments from properties as well as 
interest and amortization payments of property loans. 

Ten years ago the first RMBS transaction in the Netherlands took place. With CMBS 
transactions there is much less experience. The securitization of loans on commercial real 
estate is more difficult than loans on residential real estate, because both the underlying value 
and the conditions are much less homogeneous. In addition to this amortization behaviour will 
be less predictable. Nevertheless, since the 1980s a (C)MBS-market of ca. $80 billion a year 
has developed in the US. Last year this issuance was even above average, which can be 
expected for this year as well (See figure 13). 

---------------------- -- - ---- -----
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Total 41.4 31.4 

Figure 13: Worldwide CMBS Issuance 2003 & 2004 Year-to-date. Source: www.cmalert.com 

Question is if such a market will arise in Europe. Subparagraph 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 have been 
devoted to discuss this issue. However, at this stage it can be concluded as a result of figure 14 

45 Instead of 'Commercial' the term 'Collateralised ' is used as well. In this report both terms can be 
used besides each other. 
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and figure 15 that both US and Non-US CMBS issuance are growing. Within the total of Non
US issuance Europe (UK and other Europe) plays a dominant role. 
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Figure 14: US & Non-US CMBS Issuance. 
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Figure 15: Where Non-US CMBS is issued. 
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Note: Later on in the process this product/ methodology has been selected for further research. 
As a result a separate part has been devoted to discuss this product/ methodology in more 
detail. Therefore the following criterions have been left blank initially . In Part 4 "Delineation" 
they will be discussed in more detail. 

A. In what way is real estate exposure created?; 
B. Liquidity of the product; 
C. Elimination of labour- and knowledge intensive matters; 
D. Viability of the product. 
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3.3.2 Securitization process 
Figure 16 gives a rough overview of this securitization process46

. The owner of a mortgage 
portfolio (originator, see also figure 16) sells the receivables under the lease agreements to a 
single or special purpose vehicle (SPV), which has been established for this single or special 
purpose. 
Correspondingly, the originator receives the net present value of the payment streams. The 
originator continues to collect the payments of the receivables under a service agreement with 
the SPV. The SPV refinances the receivables by issuing bonds (funding) . These can take the 
form of medium to long-term bonds or short-term commercial paper. The interest payments 
and repayments of the bond correspond largely to the payments received from the property 
portfolio (Al, A2 and A3) . The liability for the payments of the bond obligations rests solely 
with the SPV. 

Rating agencies analyse the credit quality of the cash flows (external credit enhancement). A 
higher rating received, means a higher credit-quality (and as a result lower compensating 
. ) 47 interest . 
Due to the large number of lease agreements with debtors from different industries, the 
portfolio of receivables can be highly diversified . This has a positive impact on the valuation . 
Additional guarantees or insurance cover can be used to enhance the rating. 

The interest rates for the bonds are based on the prevailing market conditions at the time of the 
launch of the issue and the rating of the bonds. It is common practice to divide the issue into 
different risk tranches . The liabilities of the senior tranche will be settled first, while potential 
losses from a default will be met by the subordinated junior tranche. In addition, there is a 
First Loss Piece. This tranche does not get rated and serves to absorb initial losses. It can be 
placed with an investor or retained by the seller of the receivables. This is advantageous for 
the investor as it signals that due attention is being taken by the originator in collecting the 
receivables . As additional service for the investor a trustee audits the activities of the 
originator. 

Usually, the senior tranche achieves an AAA/ AA rating. Ratings of AAA to BBB are 
recognized as different investment grades. For securities with a lower rating the number of 
potential investors is limited as they carry a higher risk of default and institutional investors 
are often not allowed to invest in such products below BBB. 

The essence of securitization is the existence of stable and predictable cash flows to meet the 
needs of the interest- and amortisation-liabilities. This can be both the interest component and 
the capital component of a loan or mortgage portfolio. 

Reasons securitization 
Different reasons why an organization converts to a securitization can be identified. In 
literature the following reasons can be found : 

• Access to the (international) capital markets to find a financing product. This results in 
an additional funding channel. Securitization belongs to a more complex way of 
attracting fundings, but on the other hand it is a more transparent way . The underlying 
portfolio receives ratings (which will be judged by an external party, the rating 
agency, which will give their opinion about the credit quality of the portfolio) and will 
be reported quarterly; 

• A financing product which does not pressure the existing banking standards; 

46 The required information and edited version of the figure has been derived from the masterproof of 
Thijn Forrer, Real estate securitization, 2003. 
47 To be perfectly clear, the range from a "better" rating till a "lower" rating is in this context meant as 
respectively 'AAA' till 'BBB ' . 
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• Also according to the previous mentioned reason: The product results in a freefall of 
the necessary solvability; 

• No intermediate costs but direct finance on capital markets (which results in costs for 
transactions); 

• Reduction of risk-concentration in one active class . 

Furthermore there are various organizations in the market, which issue real estate loans 
exclusively aimed at securitization, assembled under the name conduits. 

Principles securitizatlon mortgage lending 
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Figure 16: Principles mortgage lending . 

3.3.3 US versus Europe 

U nderwrlter/ 
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Advice and placement 
notes/ bonds 

While this form of property finance is widespread in the US, in Europe securitization has only 
gained a small portion of the total market volume. The reasons for this are numerous and will 
be discussed in bullets below: 

• Governmental actions 
Mortgage securitization finds its origin in the US where the federal governments were forced 
twice in times of economic depression to revive the nearly dead mortgage market. 
As well as at the end of the years ' 30 and ' 70 the American economy was hit hard by a 
depression, accompanied by an explosive increasing interest. This increased the costs of 
finance and financial organizations withdrew their hands of the mortgage market. 
As a consequence the residential markets collapsed and subsequently the value of the 
collaterals dropped as well. 
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To end the vicious circle the federal governments intervened by regulating the market through 
founding federal authorities. These federal authorities48 purchased mortgage portfolios from 
issuers to sell them to investors shaped like MBS and provided with a quasi-governmental 
guarantee. 
This securitization process of mortgages decreased the funding weights and risks on the 
balance sheet of the issuers . As a result the willingness to issue mortgage increased. By doing 
so, the government increased the liquidity on the mortgage market, which revived the 
residential market. 
The programmes of the three authorities (Fannie Mae, Ginnie Mae and Freddie Mac) have 
supported the market developments in the US over a long time-span. Similar interference was 
not the case in Europe. 
Because of this tremendous growth of mortgage securitization in the US it has proven to be an 
alternative (also in market volumes) on the fixed income markets like government bonds. 

• Credit crunch 
The financial crisis in the US in the 1980s was an important factor with respect to 
securitization-growth. As a result of capital restrictions banks were forced to restructure their 
balance sheets and intensiveness of risk management. Europe was less hard hit by this 
financial crisis. The capital position of the European banks was stronger and as a result the 
loans could be issued in the regular way. 

• Market structure 
Under this denominator some explicative factors can be determined: 

A. Liquidity 
Size of the US capital market is several times larger than the European countries, which acted 
as separate entities until recently . As a result, the liquidity of structured products is much 
higher. 

B. Attitude 
The attitude in the US towards less traditional financial instruments and risk is fundamentally 
different. 

C. Competition 
Besides the traditional banks, investments banks have obtained a prominent place in the 
financial markets . Competition between these organizations is big and stimulates the 
development of new financial products. 
On the American mortgage market a far-reaching specialisation of the entire process has taken 
place, from acquisition till management, which have taken away certain obstacles regarding 
the MBS . 

3.3.4 Expected market developments (C)MBS Europe 
Besides the growth of the number of transactions in the past year, there has been a number of 
developments in Europe that indicate a higher future growth of securitization in general, as 
well as (C)MBS in particular. 

• E~ropean Monetary Union 
Driven by European integration of the financial markets an increase of liquidity and 
competition between financial institutions can be witnessed . At present, banks will have wider 
access to all European investors. The integration-process is moving; in the future it will be 

48 1938 and 1981 : Federal national Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae), 1970: Government National 
Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae) and 1970: Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie 
Mac). 
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more likely that parties will be able to find each other, which will increase the trading 
possibilities of the MBS. 
The meaning of ratings increases in case of cross-border capital transactions because it will be 
more difficult to judge risks . (C)MBS is an instrument, which gives big attention to the 
ascribed rating. 

• Basel II 
After 2006 new solvability ratios for banks become operative. These can have far-reaching 
results for the risk measurements of the own mortgage portfolio and securities . 

• Market expectations 
Experts expect the number of (C)MBS transactions to rise substantially over the next few 
years. Driving forces for this development are the banks' efforts to outplace risk as well as the 
expected sales of corporate mortgages (originators), which tend to be big-ticket transactions 
with correspondingly high financial requirements involved. This results in the necessity of a 
large number of investors to fulfil these requirements. 
At the same time, institutional investors are keen to invest in these bonds. This can be 
concluded after analysing the US market for CMBS. For the European situation it can be said 
that investors regret the lack of liquidity in such bonds, which does not seem to be the case in 
the US. However, as the demand for such bonds by far exceeds their supply, they tend to hold 
the MBS paper in their portfolios . 

3.4 Conclusions 
This part had been devoted to discuss the underlying products of the second and third area of 
attention (respectively real estate derivatives and (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities), 
which were found during the market analysis . 

For the existing real estate derivatives it can be concluded they do, in general, not provide the 
required liquidity, expected from the theoretical point of view. To guarantee liquidity a certain 
critical mass is required, which seems not (yet) to be the case in respect to the existing real 
estate derivatives . 
In addition, real estate derivatives, which derive their performance from an index, face the 
problem of the trust and immaturity of these indices. This means that their viability goes hand 
in hand with the reliability and increasing maturity of these indices . 

With respect to derivatives that have an OTC49-character this liquidity is not primarily an 
issue. Tactical and strategic decisions are the fundamentals of these investments and concern 
in general tailor-made products, which causes illiquidity. 

Not all the products and methods, which have been discussed, show interesting results 
regarding the problem definition. Therefore a necessary delineation for further analysis has to 
be made. This delineation-process and argumentation will be discussed in the next part (Part 4 
"Delineation"). 

49 Over-the-counter. 
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PART 4- DELINEATION 

4.1 Introduction 
The approach that has been used in this part needs an extra explanation before combining the 
problem definition with the insights obtained during the theoretical and practical approaches 
of the three areas of attention. This will be the central point of discussion in~the second 
paragraph of this part. 

Academic literature describes, in case of defining the market opportunities, that it will be 
necessary to investigate the needs/ desires of the buy-side first. In order to succeed in offering 
potential (viable) products, the opportunities should be found in the strengths to realise 
products that fulfil these needs/ desires . This can be seen as a normal marketing approach. 

However, based on several conversations and internal know how it can be said that this 
approach will probably not result in the desired knowledge. The first reason for this is that the 
buy-side will probably not be able to determine their exact needs/ desires. Secondly, the 
product is at this stage not yet tangible enough. This means that the required data cannot be 
offered at this stage, which makes it hard to let it judged by investors . 
Based on these statements an alternative approach had to be found, which will be discussed in 
the next paragraph. 

4.2 Delineation 

4.2. 1 Introduction delineation 
Starting point for this delineation can be found in the problem definition of this research 
assignment, which shall be recalled: 

What are the (technical) possibilities to offer different real estate participations, with 
different risk/ return profiles (A), and is there sufficient market potential to package and 
sell these participations (B)? 

Based on this problem definition two main statements can be derived and used as input for the 
delineation process: 

A. The possibility of the various investigated products/ methodologies to offer different 
participations with different risk/ return-levels; 

B. Secondly, -and this can be seen as the alternative approach- assumptions will be made 
regarding the characteristics which have received a lower degree of preference for the 
concerning type of real estate, but which could have a compensating effect with 
respect to existing real estate investments . These will be highlighted and will probably 
be judged positively by the investors ("the growth-drivers"). 
Furthermore, the characteristics with a high degree of preference for the concerning 
type of real estate should be brought along. 

Table 1, shown before in part 2A shows these compensating characteristics as a result of the 
process where the drivers were attached to the real estate characteristics. As one can see in the 
table, the compensation of (real estate)-derivatives has to be searched in the elimination of 
labour- and knowledge intensive matters and in their more liquid behaviour. 
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50 In this context the inflation component of this product is the central point of discussion. This part can 
be considered as the derivative . It is a to real estate associated product but does not result into real estate 
exposure . Therefore th is component will be transferred to the financial derivatives as can be seen in the 
figure. 
The underlyi ng real estate (income return and capital growth), where this component has been 
associated from, shows corresponding characteristics if compared with existing direct real estate 
investments (excl. this inflation component). Buying this part will result in real estate exposure. Since it 
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Together with the characteristics that have received a higher degree of preference and the 
opportunity to offer different participations with different risk/ return-levels, this has finally 
resulted in the characteristics used for the delineation, which are shown in the vertical rows in 
table 551

. 

These assumptions will be judged empirically later on in the process. At that stage, the data 
resulting from the implementation process and the results of the interviews can be used to 
consider if these hypotheses were right. Besides this, new findings resulting from the 
implementation-process will be monitored constantly by the acquired knowledge from the 
buy-side, primarily obtained from the interviews. This interaction can be summarised as the 
market potential of the product. 

In the following paragraph an overview of the judged aspects from both A and B shall be 
given. Most of the aspects, which have been judged, were already discussed in the previous 
part. 

4.2.2 Results delineation 
So based on the insights obtained from this analysis the decision regarding the delineation has 
been made. This has resulted in the methodology used in Mortgage Backed Securities as a 
starting point for further research. 

This product/ methodology seems to have the highest potential with respect to the problem 
definition when compared to the other investigated products/ methods and will be discussed in 
more detail in the next paragraph. The reasons other product/ methodologies are not qualified 
can be found in the various indicators mentioned in table 5, which were discussed in more 
detail in Part 3. 

Nevertheless there are some aspects that need extra attention as could already be found in the 
table. These will be mentioned in the last two bullets in the paragraph below. In the next 
chapter these two aspects will be the central point of discussion. 

Why MBS-Methodology? 
Here a description will be given of the characteristics that can be ascribed to this product/ 
methodology. The different points discussed in the bullets below can also be found in the 
table. 

++ Existence of different risk/ return ratios, based on a certain rating-methodolog/2
. 

This methodology will be used to determine the different tranches and size of these 
tranches . At the time issued, the pricing (return) of these tranches is related to the 
compensation obtained by certain benchmarks (e.g. government bonds or interbanking 
interest). For the higher rated tranches, the lower rated tranche will be used as a basis 
plus a spread of a few basis points per tranche; 

is not the derived part of this product, it is not relevant with respect to this figure. However, these two 
components, in combination with the derived part, could be offered with different risk/ return profiles. 
51 The possibility to create real estate exposure encompasses, as a sort of denominator, various 
characteristics that have received a higher degree of preference, like historic return, risk, dividend yield 
and diversification potential. 
52 Because of the complexity of this rating-methodology, it will be described in more detail in appendix 
C. It has to be noted that this description will only mention the main characteristics regarding this 
methodology, to get an impression which aspects are being judged by the rating agencies. The 
underlying studies and accounting models will be omitted. 
Rating agencies also use a methodology to rate non-listed real estate funds . How this works and the 
differences between these two approaches shall be discussed in the concerning appendix. 
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++ Especially for the so-called 'senior tranche' it can be said it results in a stable, long 
term and predictable cash flow . For the more junior and unrated tranches this 
'guarantee' is much less certain and predictable; 

+ Possible liquid product. The remark has to be made that a certain critical mass is 
required (compare situation US and Europe as an emerging market, which means 
possibilities in the (near) future) . It can be mentioned that in case of sufficient supply 
and in case institutions like Standard & Poor's, Moody' s and Fitch Rating (necessarily 
rated by two of these institutions) are involved in the securitization-process, the deal 
could be set up and could be traded on a (secondary) market. 
The illiquid character of real estate was described earlier in this report as a 
characteristic which received a lower degree of preference for the concerning type of 
real estate. This means this product/ methodology could compensate this aspect; 

(C)MBS in overview 

Default 
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Figure 17: (C)MBS in overview 

In case of default 
sale under distress 

++ When leaving the difficulties that will arise by determining the right trading partner 
aside, it can be mentioned that this product/ methodology is little labour- and 
knowledge-intensive from the perspective of the investor (especially in case these 
products are provided with an investment grade) . Only the analysing process of the 
underlying portfolio(s) at the beginning can be assumed as labour intensive. 
However, it is knowledge-intensive for the so-called originator, but our approach 
focuses on the investors ' perspective; 
Again it can be mentioned this characteristic compensates a lower preferred real estate 
characteristic; 
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+/- When compared with a straightforward investment in (in)direct real estate one cannot 
speak about realising real estate exposure in this context. However, there is real estate 
exposure, it only reveals itself in a different way. 
As was already mentioned only a sort of agreement of future payments is settled. The 
risk involved is actually derived from the various mortgages concerned and only in 
case of bankruptcy of (a big number of) mortgagors the underlying real estate will be 
claimed and sold by a trustee in bankruptcy. In case of a downside real estate market, 
the investor could lose his deposits when benefits resulting from the sales under 
distress are insufficient. On the other hand in case of an upside real estate market only 
the amount invested can be reclaimed. The chance of receiving or not receiving 
depends on the situation of the real estate market. 
The positive results of a sale under distress are in favour of the trustee in bankruptcy, 
who will divide the benefits among the appropriate persons. This means that there is in 
case of defaults only a sort of downside real estate potential and no upside. So there is 
(downside) real estate exposure, especially for the lower rated tranches (See figure 
17); 

In addition to this the MBS is a debt-related investment. In the context of this research 
assignment an equity-related investment is desired from the perspective of Investment 
Management. 

When using the above bullets as input for further analysis, the questions remain how to 
transpose this debt-related investment into an equity-related investment and how to create 
upside potential as well? 
The approach that has been found for these problems will be discussed in Part 5 'Structure of 
the product'. 
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PART 5-STRUCTURE OF THE PRODUCT 

5.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter discussed the methodology that seems to have the highest potential with 
respect to the problem definition. As one could have seen, among the assumed characteristics 
there were some aspects that needed extra attention . Part SA ("Theoretical approach") will 
discuss the approach how to transpose this debt-related investment into an equity-related 
investment. This (simplified) thought encounters some problems, for which a solution has 
been found . The faced problems and solutions (incl. the line of reasoning) will be described in 
the following paragraphs . The insights attached to this solution will help to transpose this 
theory to a more practical application, which can be seen as a starting point for the next part of 
this chapter. 

In the second part (Part SB) the focus will be laid on the practical consequences of this 
method or product. The objective is to determine the product' s characteristics, which could 
subsequently be submitted to the investors in order to find out whether the product can be 
interesting from their perspective. 
To determine the product ' s characteristics different sections within this part can be 
distinguished. 
A start will be made by explaining this method step by step, combined with the accompanying 
theory of the modelling technique. To clarify this, a practical case of a fictive market scenario 
will be made in the succeeding subparagraph. 
Furthermore some general statements will be made regarding the aspects that have to be taken 
into consideration in order to structure (the process of) this methodology or product. 

In conclusion some final statements will be mentioned with respect to the insights obtained 
from this theoretical and practical approach. These statements in combination with the 
product's characteristics will be used as input for the next chapter. 

Part 5A Theoretical approach 

5.2 From debt-related to equity-related investment 
The first obstacle is how to transpose this debt-related investment into an equity-related 
investment. 
In figure 18 this process is shown in an overview. The essence of this approach can be found 
in the transfer/ transpose of the interest and repayments derived from the sum of mortgages -
and the way how they are structured within the (C)MBS-, into rental flows incl. interest. 
By doing so the cash flows concerned will change from a debt-related flow into an equity
related flow . 
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In this case the rents resulting from a certain portfolio are being sold to investors. The 
investors will pay the discounted cash flow of the expected future rental incomes and receive 
an interest periodicall y53

. 

Furthermore these rental flows can be used as input for the rating methodology. This will be 
discussed in the next paragraph. 

5.3 Rating methodology 
According to the rating methodology the expected loss per tranche, resulting from the various 
cash flows (rental incomes), should be determined from which the rating follows. 
Subsequently these tranches could be sold with the accompanying risk/ return-profile. 

In practice this means that in case of a certain vacancy percentage or default(s) from a 
(number of) tenant(s), the investor who has an interest in the lowest rated tranche will be hit 
first and so on. He will receive a higher remuneration for this extra risk he is exposed to. 

When considering the various components involved in the (C)MBS methodology, most of 
them can be used as well to rate the rental flows . Appendix C discusses this rating 
methodology more detailed, here only the considered components will be mentioned shortly 
(See table 6) . 

Considered components rating methodology : 

• 
ii 

• .. 
• 
• 
• 

. . . 
Component 

e of real estate · 
Owner/ ~nants · · 
LTVandDSCR 

Divetsificatfon 

Possibility to incorporate component 

(C)MBS 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Re:ntal flows 
Yes 

Partly -#No · 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes · 

Table 6: Possibility to incorporate specific component 

53 This methodology can also be used by a real estate fund to acquire capital in an alternative way. 
Normally this happens by attracting mortgage loans or acquiring new equity capital through an issue. 
Another possibility could be found in the way to sell rental incomes of a few (of the) properties, by 
means of notes, to investors for a predetermined time span. These notes give the investors the rights to 
obtain the rental incomes originating from the concerning properties during the term of the notes. In 
exchange the real estate fund receives fundings, which can be used for e.g. further expansions. 
Since the periodic revenues resulting from the notes are dependent on the tenants, they could be 
qualified by an external rating agency (e .g. in terms of AAA-rating etc.) . By doing so, the rating of the 
note could be based on the rating of the concerning tenants. 
54 Debt-service coverage ratio, to determine the probability of defaults. (Normalised) net cash flow c.q. 
rents divided through the periodically sum of interest and repayments . 
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5.3.1 Faced problems regarding rating(-process) 
As the table indicates one of these ingredients could only be incorporated partly or should 
even left aside, which will be discussed in the first bullet below. 
Besides this some other problems are faced as well and are discussed in the following bullets: 

Difficulty to incorporate the component "Real Estate Quality" 
• One of the ingredients of this methodology is the quality of the underlying real estate. 

(C)MBS 
In case of a (C)MBS one could already see that it is structured in such a way that in 
case of a default(s) from the mortgagor(s) (owner(s) of the underlying property(s)), the 
underlying real estate will be claimed and sold by a trustee in bankruptcy. In case of a 
downside real estate market, the investor of the (C)MBS-deal could lose his deposits 
when benefits resulting from this sale under distress are insufficient. On the other 
hand in case of an upside real estate market only the amount invested can be 
reclaimed. The chance of receiving or not receiving depends on the situation of the 
real estate market. 
Therefore this ingredient can be taken into account as well, when considering the 
(C)MBS. 

Selling rental flows 
In case of the sold rental incomes and a default of the tenant(s) the property remains to 
the initial investor (see figure 18). First it has to be mentioned that specific agreements 
between the owner and investors can be made, but much depends on the strategy of 
the owner. 

For example in case of a positive real estate market scenario, defaults (or vacancy in 
the portfolio) can still occur because of market movements in the different sectors the 
various tenants are operating in. Because the ownership of the property remains in the 
hands of the initial investor and he has decided not to sell the property at that stage, 
there is no income return and there are no revenues resulting from a forced sale. The 
investor has in this scenario only a sort of debtor risk. Of course, as the quality of the 
portfolio corresponds with the time of finding a new tenant, this could be partly 
compensated. 
The same can be said in case of an opposite scenario, where an investor could still 
obtain equal revenues, while the value of the underlying real estate is shrinking. 

So, it can be said that the revenues and losses for the investors are not running 
analogously with the real estate market-situation. This means it will be difficult to 
incorporate this ingredient in the rating methodology regarding this topic; 

This means the (quality of the) real estate cannot be taken into account when 
determining the size & pricing of the various tranches. Only in case the initial investor 
collapses, the real estate might be claimed by the investors. 
Furthermore, it depends on the agreement that has been made between this initial 
investor and investors how this default of tenant(s) will be recompensed. 

• Besides this, one should wonder what happens in case of a bankruptcy of the owner. 
Can, at that stage, the buyer of the rental flows claim the underlying real estate? This 
will eventually be determined by the trustee in bankruptcy. 
According to a study from KPMG Corporate Finance it can be concluded that this 
should be no problem from the legal point of view. However real-life cases have not 
taken place yet. 
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Secondly one should wonder how this is arranged with respect to the debt-suppliers. 
Who will receive first in case of this bankruptcy? 

As long as this is not a statutory regulation and it stays unclear how to handle these 
matters (claiming the underlying real estate) it will be hard to include these specific 
real estate ingredients of the methodology totally. 

Upside potential remains missing 
• Because of the structure of the rating-methodology, by which a 'certain' flow of 

money is opposed to the investment (pricing) it will be hard to incorporate upside (real 
estate market) potential. As long as this fixed-income character is part of the 
construction this fact remains. 
However, when incorporating the capital-growth (indirect-return) component a way 
could be considered to incorporate this upside potential. 

Modifications in portfolio 
• Difficulties will rise when considering modifications in the portfolio . Because at the 

time this product will be issued, and the sum of the various rental flows is being sold, 
the amount invested by investors corresponds to this sum. In case a property will be 
sold or bought no identical rental flows can be assured, which results into 
discrepancies and extra risks for the seller of this product. 
It depends on the agreement, which has been made between the owner and the 
investors, but it appears that the use of rating methodology prohibits active 
management. 

Lack of data 
• When determining (the size of) the tranches only the ratings of the existing tenants can 

be reviewed, whose rental contracts do not automatically have the term of the fund. It 
will be hard to make an appraisal of these missing terms (contracts) . In connection 
with this the rating of the same tenant can change during the term of the fund. 
Question is how to incorporate these lacks; 

• Furthermore it is complex to rate all the tenants , insofar as possible; 
• From a practical point of view it can be said that at the time a new fund will be 

launched, based upon this technique, it is not unlikely that not all the underlying 
properties and tenants (rental agreements) are known. This means that not all the 
ingredients can be incorporated completely, or only based upon assumptions. 

Rating agencies bring along high costs 
• Involving external rating agencies is expensive. In case of a (C)MBS, the deal 

becomes lucrative with a securitization above 500 million Euros, partly due to the 
high costs resulting from the credit agencies. 

5.4 Solution 
As can be seen the selling of the various rental flows incurs a number of problems, partly due 
to the lack of practice- and comparable knowledge. This does not mean further research 
regarding this topic is irrelevant. Based upon the other components (real estate market risk, 
composition of the portfolio, certainty of the cash flows etc.) there is real estate exposure 
incorporated, irrespective of the fact there is no direct upside potential. 
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However, at this stage and in accordance with the general statements just made, it can be 
concluded that the use of the rating methodology in this context appears troublesome and 
could therefore not be implemented directl/5

. 

The basic principle, determining the expected loss per tranche56 (or certainty (%)that a return 
(range) will be realised) will sustain, but can only be achieved through other ways than the 
rating methodology. This means that the uniform use of the so-called rating-classification and 
accompanying pricing will be left aside and the focus shall be laid on how to determine this 
expected probability of losses per tranche and, subsequently, how should these different 
tranches be priced? 

In order to do that, insights have to be obtained in the future movements of the various 
components. As was already mentioned this will be the crux and therefore an alternative 
approach has to be found, which has no problem regarding the lack of data. 

When considering this data-lack the solution was found in the availability of past fund-results 
(data availability on property-level) in combination with sector data (e.g. ROZ/ IPD). The 
various components discussed before are indirectly incorporated in these past results. Based on 
this (historical) data, future insights can be obtained from modelling the expected probability 
of losses over a certain time-span. 
The (expected) return on an investment can be separated in two components. With these 
expected returns an investor wants to realize his revenues. Both the ROZ/ IPD-data and fund 
results have been divided into these two return components, which are the following 

A. Income return; 
B. Capital growth. 

After having circumvented this difficulty of applying rating methodology, an approach has 
been found to interpret this probability of future returns by means of a methodology. This will 
be discussed in the next paragraph. There, a start will be made by explaining the 
accompanymg theoretical approach. Subsequently, the practical consequences will be 
discussed. 

Preferred (convertible) shares, offered by the ProLogis European Properties Fund 

ProLogis has used for one of its funds used a similar approach: The structure of the shares of the ProLogis 
European Properties Fund (a logistic fund) is more complex than for most real estate funds. 
The difference can be found in the fact that they offer, besides the normal participations, preferred 
(convertible) shares. These different participations have been encoded into A, B and C-shares. 
These preferred (convertible) shares were originally called into being to offer a specific German group of 
institutional clients a way to participate in the fund. An issue linked with the German 'AFM' (Authority 
Financial Markets). However, these shares are at this stage owned by French investors. 
These preferred (convertible) shares can be seen as a sort of 'fixed-income' products -derived from real 
estate cash flows- because investors receive a predetermined remuneration for this (After the first capital 
raise the return for these participations was settled at 7,5 %. After the second capital raise (September 2003) 
this percentage has been re-adjusted downwards to 6,75 %. The recompense on the ' normal' participations 
was 8,5% in the year 2003). 
As was told in the discussion with ProLogis, their calculations resulted in a remuneration of about 5% for the 
' fixed income' related part. According to their advisors this would not be interesting enough to attract 
investors. Therefore they this percentage was raised respectively 2,5% I 1,75%. This (extra) risk is for their 
own account. 

55 The remark has to be made that it has, from my perspective, possibilities in case of a small number of 
tenants (single-tenant)/ fund size. Regarding this aspect the 'sale-and-lease-back' construction could be 
used as a basis. 
56 The expected loss results from the probability of default and severity of loss (or loss given default). 
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5.4.1 Securitization based on (historical) data entry & modelling 

Every sector will produce different results using this approach. The idea behind it 1s m 
principal the same, which means that a uniform model could be formulated . 

As was already mentioned, the rental income-component is only one of the two return 
components resulting from the property portfolio. When, at this stage, considering this 
property portfolio as a sum of properties owned by the fund and for which the required capital 
has been raised among investors, the capital growth component has to be taken into account as 
well. This as a result of the fact that both components influence the total return of an 
investment in their own way. 

Both the income return and capital growth component could be used for securitization. 

Therefore these two components shall be examined separately, when discussing the expected 
probability of losses over a certain time-span . For the two components this should finally, 
based on a modelling-technique, result in the following insights (Figure 19 shows this process 
in an overview. The descriptions on the next page correspond with the characters mentioned in 
the figure) : 

Securltisatlon based on (historical) data entry & modelling 
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Figure 19: Securitization based on (historical) entry modelling 
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A. Capital growth 

For the time-span and scenario, which will be taken into consideration, the range of outcomes 
(probability distribution) has to be determined. In other words: What are the most positive and 
negative outcome of the capital value as a result of this modelling-technique for the considered 
term of the fund? 

Tranche 1 
This most negative outcome of the decline57 of the capital value gives insights in the 
percentage of the starting capital value that could finally be obtained and from which a tranche 
could be derived by which the initial deposit will be reimbursed at the end of the term. 
Furthermore a predetermined return could be opposed to this ('fixed income', compare AAA
rating (C)MBS). This interest percentage depends on the results of the probability distribution 
of the income return discussed in the next bullet. 
This 'guarantee' can be offered because of the high probability that the fund capital value will 
not be below this percentage at the end of the term. 

Tranche 2 
The remaining percentage or amount of the total portfolio can be applied to emit as equity
related investments. Their size and pricing depend on the warranties, which have been given to 
the first tranche. In order to give an impression to what extent these two depend on each other, 
a paragraph has been devoted to discuss the influences of variable ratios between those two . 
The investment that corresponds with this percentage is not 'guaranteed' and can be described 
as a real estate investment (because it will fluctuate in harmony with real estate market 
movements) it only reveals itself in a different way because both profits and losses will 
fluctuate much more than these 'usual' investments . So, the investors of this tranche can lose 
their investments because of a decline in fund capital value. 

B. Income return 

Tranche 1 
For the same time-span the lowest percentage of the annual income return can be derived as a 
result of the modelling technique. Again a range of outcomes (probability distribution) will be 
shown. Because the high probability that the annual income return will be above this lowest 
percentage, this percentage could be offered as a guaranteed annual return (' fixed income' ) 
based upon the amount calculated in the bullet above. 

Tranche 2 
The (extra) risk confronted by the investors of this tranche will be partly remunerated by some 
extra basis points above the average annual return, which will be distributed annually. 
Regarding this component it can be concluded that no substantial extra risks are being taken if 
compared with the usual real estate investment opportunities . 

57 This most negative outcome could, of course, in a more positive market scenario result in an increase 
of the capital growth as well. 
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Part58Practicalconsequences 

5.5 Introduction 
Based on this theoretical approach a methodology had to be found to simulate the earlier 
discussed components. The technique that will be used in this respect is the Monte Carlo
simulation, which will be described in the next subparagraph. In order to implement this 
simulation methodology an accompanying model had to be developed to enable to reproduce 
the entire procedure a large number of times . Appendix D "Requirements input model" 
discusses the model, combined with the required input variables, in more detail. 

It has to be noted these general descriptions do not focus on a specific market or sector, but 
give a general impression how this method should work. However, to give an idea how this 
works in case of a practical (fictive) market situation an extra subparagraph has been included. 

Furthermore the aspects that should be taken into consideration in case of structuring such a 
product will be discussed. 

5.6 Monte Carlo fund simulation 
Monte Carlo simulation is a tool to derive the statistical properties of a complex system of 
variables following a known probability distribution. It is used when the statistical properties 
cannot be determined in an analytical manner or when the simulation is less time-consuming. 
In this particular exercise, the goal is to determine the financial characteristics of a private 
fund . 

5.6.1 Generating random numbers from a probability distribution 
All normal probability distribution functions (figure 20) have their range of possible outcomes 
on the interval [0,1] (normal cumulative distribution, figure 21) . This fact leads to the 
opportunity to generate random samples from a distribution by using the inverse of the 
distribution function for which we only need to have a random number generator that produces 
random numbers on the interval (0, 1). There are a lot of different random generators 
performing this task, but the techniques and statistical properties are complex and lie beyond 
the scope of this thesis. Interested readers can find additional information in The Art of 
Computer Programming (1998) by Donald E. Knuth. 
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Figure 20 (left) : The plot of the standard normal probability density function (PDF). 

Figure 21 (right) : The plot of the normal cumulative distribution function (CDF). 
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Remark: 
Using statistical data means an idealization of the reality . Real estate returns of a portfolio will 
more likely not show an exact probability distribution . However, it is a great assistance to 
make the real estate returns, risks etc. quantitative measurable. 
As a result peaks (both upside and downside) could be faced . This means that extra risks are 
incorporated and therefore prudence in this respect is called for. It can be noted that these extra 
risks are partially absorbed by the use of data on property level. By doing so, peaks that could 
occur are absorbed in the data that will be used. Something that is not the case by using 
(annual) average market data58

. 

5.6.2 The simulation method 
For potential investors in a certain fund, it is very interesting to have some indication about the 
risk of such an investment. Using various distributions for property returns and values, it is 
possible to find the 99.95%59 probability interval of the spread in total fund results. 
The simulation starts by creating random initial capital values and random returns for a fund 
with a specified number of properties and years . In this case a plausible medium sized fund 
has been chosen of 50 properties with duration 10 years. 

Average CG and IR have been derived from the ROZ/ IPD historical series. CG and IR 
standard deviations as well as the average capital values of the properties have been obtained 
by looking at the spread in property returns in existing funds for various years. Both CG and 
IR follow a normal distribution . 

After the creation of the average capital values of 50 properties, 50 random CG returns are 
generated. These are multiplied with the values to come to new average capital values in year 
I. The values are stored and the process continues until year 10. This leads to the construction 
of a 10 by 50 matrix with information about the evolution of capital values . Note that the use 
of initial values is not necessary. If one wants to construct a fund of perfectly equal initial 
values, the average capital value standard deviation should be set to 0. We prefer the use of 
differently sized properties because this is more in line with existing portfolios and adds some 
more volatility to the outcomes. 
Having simulated capital value evolution, the income returns are generated. Again a 10 by 50 
matrix is constructed, now with random IR values. 

The capital growth of our fund can be determined quite easily by dividing the sum of the 50 
capital values in year 10 by the sum of the 50 initial capital values. This value is stored. The 
income return is not so easily found, as it is reasonable to assume that properties have been let 
with long or medium term leases. Following this consideration, it is not sensible to adjust the 
fund income returns at once to market value. Rather, some indication of the average length of 
a lease contract is needed. This length can be varied in the program, but for now 5 years will 
be assumed. This means that on average 20% of the leases will expire in one year. The new 
income return is then calculated by taking 80% of the initial lease income return and 20% of 
the new random IR variable. The 50 calculated new income returns are multiplied with the 
initial capital value of the property they belong to and are added to obtain the total fund cash 
result in year 1. In year 2 the new income return will be 60% initial lease income return, 20% 
IR year 1 and 20% IR year 2. Again the values are multiplied, now with the corresponding 
capital values in year 1 to obtain the total fund cash result in year 2. This procedure is 
performed up to year 10, the end of the fund duration. The total cash result over 10 years is 

58 It should be noted that for our (practical) analysis very plausible and conservative assumptions have 
been used. E.g. by using standard deviations based on the actual calculated standard deviation adding 
with some extra basis points as an extra risk indicator. 
59 99.95 % is the standard used in case of financial products, by which one speaks about sufficient 
certainty. 
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divided by the initial value of the fund and then by 10 to obtain the average income return in 
one year. We do not use a discounted cash flow I IRR method, just the average fund income 
return based on the initial value of the fund. This value is stored. 
Additionally, next to the average fund income return over 10 years, the lowest fund income 
return in one year is stored. This gives an indication about the minimum cash flow of the fund. 

The entire procedure can be reproduced a large number of times, for example 1 million 
times60

. This means that we reproduce 1 million funds, and go through the CG, IR and average 
capital values determination process 1 million times . From the 1 million fund capital growth 
and average income return values that have been stored at the end of each procedure, the 
highest 0.025% value (number 250 from a sorted range) is reported as well as the lowest 
0.025 % value (number 999750) . Next to this, the 0.025 % lowest value of the minimum fund 
income return in one year is reported. 

5.6.3 Output Monte Carlo fund simulation 
From a more practical approach the following can be said about the two components: 

Capital Growth 
From the 0.025% lowest measured values in that time period, the highest percentage will be 
used as border to determine which percentage/ amount could be offered as tranche with a fixed 
income character. This means that there is a probability of 99.95% that the future CG will be 
between Xmin.% and Xmax.% and therefore, only a probability of 0.025% that the CG for this 
considered time-period will be below xmin.%. 

Income Return 
From the 0.025% lowest average returns, the highest percentage will be used as border to 
determine which percentage could be offered as remuneration for the tranche with the fixed 
income character. 
This percentage can be offered because of the probability of 99.95% that the future IR will be 
between Xmin.% and Xmax.% and therefore, only a probability of 0.025% that the average of 
the ten year time period will be below xmin %. 

The results of the modelling-process depend on the input variables, based on assumptions at 
the launch of the product. In general the following information can be derived from the 
modelling process: 

• The 0.025%-boundaries (normal distribution) regarding the probability of 
future returns (both capital growth and income return); 

Tranche I 
• The percentage of the portfolio that could be, based on the real estate 

portfolio, offered as a product with a fixed-income related character; 
• The (maximum) interest-percentage (remuneration) that could be attached to 

this part of the portfolio; 

Tranche II 
• The percentage of the portfolio that could be offered as an equity-related part 

with similarities (and market movements) regarding the characteristics of 
'normal' real estate investments, both capital growth and income return; 

• The financial consequences for this tranche with respect to possible future 
realised returns (again both capital growth and income return) . 

6° Fund trials should be> 100.000 for serious tests . 
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5.6.4 Practical results of a fictitious market scenario 
Appendix G gives the results of a practical case that has been made by implementing this 
methodology. Focus in this respect has been laid on the Dutch office market. However, by 
mutual agreement with ING Real Estate Investment Management the decision has been made 
to categorize these results in a confidential separate version. In order to give an illustrating 
impression of this methodology a practical fictitious market scenario has been included in this 
paragraph. So, irrespective which sector applied to and having used plausible assumptions (a 
0% capital growth for a ten year time span has been assumed) the following can be mentioned. 

Capital growth 
Based on the modelling technique and input variables assumed, a probability distribution of 
99.95% of Capital Values (CG) of the funds could be obtained for a ten-year duration . In this 
case this means that the future CG will be between 85% and 120% (boundary values) of the 
original 100%, based on this 99.95% distribution (See figure 22). 
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Figure 22: Distribution of Capital Values with boundary values shown infigure61
. 

This means that there is only a probability of 0.025% that total final fund value for this 
considered time-period and input-variables will be below 85% or above 120% of the initial 
value. The average of the output-normal distribution corresponds with input variables . 

Based on these insights it can be concluded that 85% of the value of this original real estate 
portfolio could be offered as a product with a fixed-income related character. 
The remaining 15% of the value of this original real estate portfolio could be offered as an 
equity-related investment. 

Income return 
This same exercise could be done with respect to the income return. Again, based on the 
modelling technique and input variables assumed, a probability distribution of 99.95% of 
average annual Income Returns (IR) of the funds could be obtained for a ten-year duration. 
Founded on the input variables used in this respect it can be concluded that these average 

61 The figure implicates the capital value decline and decrease 
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annual returns lie, with a probability of 99.95%, between 5.5% and 7.5% of all funds 
simulated. Again, the centre of the output-normal distribution corresponds with input variables 
assumed. So, there is only a probability of 0.025% that the average income return will be 
below 5.5% or above 7.5% (See figure 23) . 
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Figure 23: Distribution of average income returns and realised returns versus received returns. 

What does this actually mean for the two tranches ? 

Tranche I 
The original deposit of the investors of this tranche (85 % of the initial total value invested in 
the fund) will be reimbursed at the end of the duration of the fund . This 5.5% (boundary value) 
could be assumed as a maximum interest-percentage that could be offered as a fixed return 
attached to this percentage. In figure 23 this has been indicated with the horizontal (blue) line, 
which implicates that by every realised average return of the fund, the investor of the first 
tranche will receive a 5.5% return . 

Tranche 2 
The original deposit of the investors of tranche 2 ( 15% of the initial total value invested in the 
fund) will fluctuate in harmony with real estate market movements, both with respect to the 
capital growth and income return (See figure 24a, 24b & 24c and 25a, 25b & 25c) . However, 
these fluctuations will show higher volatility. With respect to the capital growth this means an 
extra risk, but could on the other hand result in an extra profit. 
The higher risk will be partly remunerated by a higher average income return . As a result of 
this method it can be concluded that the investor has no extra risks with respect to this 
component, because the simulation method has revealed that the lower limit of 5.5% with a 
probability of 99.975 %, will be distributed to them as well. However, these average income 
returns will show a higher volatility. 
In case this average income return will be above 5.5% their average income return will 
increase with a certain multiplier as well as can be seen in the (orange) diagonal line in figure 
23. 

To clarify this process with respect to this second tranche, some simplified figures have been 
included to illustrate these aspects, still based on the same fictive practical market scenario. 
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The comparisons are made between an equal amount invested in a current non-listed real 
estate investment (regular investment) and this same amount invested in the second tranche of 
this product. 
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Figure 24a, 24b and 24c concern the capital growth component and are given for the boundary 
values according to the distribution in figure 22. Figure 24a shows the maximum possible 
capital value decline, according to this methodology, after a duration of 10 year. If compared 
with a regular investment this could mean in case of this decline of 15% to 85% of the original 
total amount invested in the fund, the investor would in case of the regular product only lose 
15%. In case of the same amount invested in tranche 2, this initially deposit could be lost 
completely. 

Figure 24c shows the opposite in case of the maximum possible capital value increase. If 
compared with a regular investment this could mean in case of this increase of 20% to 120% 
of the original total amount invested in the fund, the investor would in case of the regular 
product only gain 20%. In case of the same amount invested in tranche 2, this initially deposit 
would increase with 134% till 234%. 
Figure 24b shows the centre of the output-normal distribution. According to the assumed input 
variables this will be the most likely future capital value at the end of the duration of the fund 
simulated62

. Both the capital value of the regular product and the capital value of the second 
tranche will end up the same. 

This higher risk will be compensated by a higher average income return as is shown in figure 
25a, 25b and 25c, which implicate the boundary values as was already shown in figure 23 . 
Figure 25a shows the lowest possible average income return, according to this methodology 
for the term of a regular fund . As the figure implicates, the same average income return will be 
obtained for this second tranche if compared with an equal amount invested in a regular 
product. 
In case this average income return approaches its more likely average return (Figure 25b) this 
average income return is multiplied with a certain factor in case of the second tranche and will 
continue to increase until the highest possible average income return (Figure 25c) . This upper 
boundary value of 7.5% for a regular product will end up at 15% for the average income return 
for the second tranche. 

62 In this case an average capital value increase of 0% has been assumed for the concerning time-span. 
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Figure 25a: Lower boundary value average income return. 
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5.7 Structuring 
In case such a product will be implemented there are some aspects that need extra attention, 
because they can influence the product characteristics . These will be discussed in the 
paragraphs below and are the following: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Data requirements 
Sector focus 
Fund size 
Term of the fund 
Ratio between two tranches 
Could it be seen as an alternative for leverage? 

5. 7. 1 Data requirements 

It has to be mentioned sufficient (reliable) market data is necessary in combination with 
historic data resulting from properties. In case this data is not available for a specific sector or 
market, more intuitive assumptions have to be made, which makes the guarantees attached less 
reliable. 
It depends on the perspective of the management which assumptions, in case of forecasts, he/ 
she finds most likely to use as input variables for further research . 

It is not sufficient to use only general market data like e.g. the ROZ/ IPD, because they do not 
provide data on property-level. Therefore extra (internal) property -level data is required. 

This means that, to obtain insights in historic returns, the results of both funds managed by (in 
this case) ING Real Estate Investment Management (annual returns (on property-level)) and 
data offered by the ROZ/ IPD (annual returns) will be used next to each other. 

(ING) Fund-data 
Annual data of income return and capital growth is available per property. By analysing the 
data per component the normal distribution of returns can be plotted. 
When considering the normal distributions on an annual basis no wide variations can be 
noticed if compared with the total of property returns over the number of years. 
This means that the 'total' normal distribution gives a reliable indication of the returns 
measured per property annually and has a higher degree of certainty because of the number of 
measurements involved. 

However, the term of the various funds managed by ING encompasses not enough years to use 
as input solely. Besides this they show much higher returns if compared with the average 
returns derived from ROZ/ IPD-data (both income return and capital growth), mainly caused 
by this short time-span in combination with the positive market results during these years . 
Therefore data supplied by the ROZ/ IPD (time span 26 years) will be used as well63

. 

63 In case these high returns will be assumed, extra risks are being taken as one considers that this 
(positive) market developments will continue. By assuming more pessimistic (input)data for the model , 
the risks opposed will be lowered. This counts for both the returns and the standard deviations. 
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Figure 26: Effect of fund size on guarantees that can be assured. 
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ROZJ IPD 
The ROZJ IPD-data encompasses the time span 1977-2003 for the Dutch market. This data is 
not available per property but gives annual average returns for each sector64

. 

The standard deviation is based upon these annual returns and has no relation with the 
variation between returns resulting from the underlying properties in the specific year. 
However, the standard deviation of properties is required, because insights have to be obtained 
with respect to future risks that encompass the 'new' product's properties. Therefore the 
standard deviation from the ING Fund-data shall be used. 

5. 7.2 Sector focus 

Although it is possible to focus the product on the different sectors (or even a combination of 
sectors) it will be particularly interesting with respect to offices. The reasons for this are 
numerous: 

• On average the office-market has lesser (governmental) regulations if compared with 
other sectors (especially residential in terms of annually rental increases). Restrictions 
and/ or regulations could influence the income return and capital growth component 
which is not ideal for the structure of this product; 

• Based on the portfolio construction, offices show the clearest structure of the portfolio 
in terms of (individual) properties. Office (annual) returns are measured per individual 
property, while most of the retail and residential property returns are measured by the 
compilation of a number of properties or units and which sum finally represents the 
return of that single complex. The various underlying properties or units of that single 
property could vary in size, return etc. Nevertheless, from a statistical point of view all 
these underlying properties or units will be treated equally, which is of course not the 
fact. Analysing office portfolios it can be concluded the individual properties are 
treated separately, which means that from a statistical point of view, offices show 
better characteristics. 

5. 7.3 Fund size 

The designed model makes it possible to vary input variables. In case of the size of the fund it 
can be concluded that the fund needs a certain critical mass before guarantees, as discussed 
earlier, could be offered. Based on the assumptions made for these specific analyses shown in 
figure 26 and 27, it can be concluded that the portfolio has to contain at least 35 properties 
before sufficient diversification potential is available. The underlying properties of the (future) 
portfolio should be equal (in terms of financial size, defined by a lognormal distribution and 
standard deviation) with the properties of the portfolio that has been used for this analysis65

. 

In case the portfolio will be smaller than 35 object lower guarantees can be assured. 

64 It is not part of this research assignment to discuss in how far these past returns are reliable and useful 
to estimate future returns . After all, this will be subject of discussion for the initiators of this product. 
However, it has to be noted, when taking the capital growth component into consideration for the time 
span of e.g. the ROZJ IPD data, wide variations can be noticed between the average returns of different 
time spans (e.g. by moving average). 
As the figures 1 a, 1 b & 1 c indicate, this volatility is not the case for the income return component. 
Therefore the average income return solely can be used as input for the different scenarios. 
65 For this analysis the average property value was settled at € 12 million (Lognormal 16.3, with 
standard deviation 0.9). 
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5.7.4 Term of the fund 
The same exercise that has been done regarding the fund size could be done with respect to the 
term of the fund. Based on the analysis that has been done in this respect, it can be concluded 
the fund needs a certain duration before guarantees, as discussed earlier, could be offered. The 
reason for this can be found in the fact that certain market circumstances have to be smoothed. 

As figures 28 and 29 indicate this time span has to be at least 5 years before the income return 
components remains stable. This means the earlier assured remuneration can only be 
guaranteed if the duration is at least five years. In case of shorter time spans there is not 
sufficient diversification potential available to assure the same guarantees and only lower 
remunerations could be opposed to this. 
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5. 7.5 Ratio between two tranches 
The output of the model gives maximum percentages in terms of what could maximally be 
offered as the fixed income part and what could maximally be the remuneration for this 
tranche (boundary values). This results in the maximum ratio (max. ratio) between the tranche 
that could be offered as a fixed income product and the tranche offered as an equity-related 
investment. 

However, a lower percentage of the first tranche could be offered with the same remuneration, 
which means that a higher percentage of the total portfolio could be offered as tranche two. As 
a result these extra risks, in case of the capital growth, will be divided among a wider spectrum 
(of investors). Consequently, the extra returns with respect to the income return component 
will be divided among a wider spectrum of investors as well. 

To explain what this actually means figure 30 has been plotted, based on a practical example. 
The figure shows the risk/ return profile of offices, based on ROZJ IPD Offices for a time-span 
of 26-years. The pink bullet indicates this risk/ return profile, assuming the historic returns and 
its standard deviation indicate the risk/ return profile of this sector. 

When considering the derived product, based on the same annual returns, this would have 
resulted in the risk/ return profiles as shown in the figure (Tranche l = blue bullet, tranche 2 = 
yellow bullet) . In case of the yellow bullet it can be concluded it is the maximum ratio (and 
consequently max. risk/ return profile) that could be obtained between tranche l and tranche 2. 
In case the ratio between the two tranches will be readjusted downwards, nothing will change 
in case of the risk/ return profile of tranche l, while this risk/ return profile of tranche 2 will 
decrease (See figure). 

This means that the management of such a kind of product has a certain management tool to 
gear the two tranches with respect to e.g. a certain (desired) risk/ return profile. 
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product66

. 

66 In order to get a risk-component for tranche I for the same duration, the same risk (meausured by 
standard deviation) of the Dutch IO-year government bond has been assumed with a spread of 50 basic 
points as an extra risk factor. 
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5.7.6 Could it be seen as an alternative for leverage? 
Until now all calculations, modelling activities and analysis took place without the influence 
of leverage. Earlier, in Part 2B, this effect of leverage was the central point of discussion and 
as one can see there are similarities between an ordinary leveraged investment and the just 
mentioned methodology seen from the perspective of the second tranche. 

Question is if this methodology could be seen as an alternative way of leverage for the second 
tranche? 

There are some big differences with leverage, which include: 

• By means of tranche 2 no extra returns are being obtained as a result of the spread 
between the realised returns and the costs of debt, but through a multiplier in respect 
to the realised returns of the real estate market itself. 

• Furthermore, because the investor of tranche 2 does not work with borrowed money 
he (his investment) is independent of the interest rate, but concerns pure real estate 
market developments67

• 

This type of product is actually 'suitable' for not including leverage. Including leverage would 
mean a smaller but including this in the fixed income tranche. Therefore, the investors of this 
tranche could also be seen as the debt-suppliers. In case of adding debt to this portfolio, this 
would only mean a decrease of the size of this tranche. 

67 It has to be mentioned that the interest percentage could be settled for the duration of the fund as well. 
Furthermore it has to be noted that real estate markets could show positive correlations with interest 
rates on the short term. For the long term this relationship is much less clear. 
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5.8 Diversification with equity, bonds and (private & public) real estate 
Based on the same data used for the figure in the previous paragraph in combination with data
series of other asset classes, the diversification potential of such a product could be measured. 

This has resulted in the asset-allocation plot as shown in figure 31 and figure 32 assuming the 
Dutch market. These figures show the portfolio construction, assuming optimal risk/ return 
combinations, as indicated by the efficient frontier68

. 

In these figures the return is shown on the x-as and the number most left on the x-as implicates 
the combination of the lowest possible risk/ return levels. Lower returns indicate a higher risk. 
The number most right implicates the highest possible return given a certain risk (100% 
invested in one asset class) . 

Figure 31 has been plotted based on the maximum ratio between the two tranches, in which 
tranche two has a high risk/ return profile (compare with the yellow bullet in figure 30). 
Because of this high risk/ return profile the interest of this tranche increases in the total 
portfolio composition when moving across the x-axes to the right until the complete portfolio 
consists of this tranche. It can be concluded that tranches 2 in this respect replaces equity in 
case of higher return portfolios . 

Figure 32 shows the asset allocation according to a proportional distribution of the two 
tranches (compare with the most left dash in figure 30), where tranche 2 implicates a lower 
risk/ return profile. In this respect it can be concluded tranche 2 replaces direct real estate in 
case of higher return portfolios . 

For both figure 31 and 32 the contribution of tranche 1 in the total portfolio composition is the 
same. This as a result of the unchanged risk/ return profile for this tranche for both scenarios . 
Furthermore tranche 1 could be seen as a supplement in the total allocation to bonds. 

68 This has been explained before in paragraph 2.4. 
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5.9 Conclusions 
The methodology that has been found enables the initiator of such a product to strip the cash 
flows of a certain real estate product, which could subsequently be offered with different 
characteristics. One of the advantages of this securitization process is the possibility to offer 
different tranches with different risk/ return profiles within the same products. Various earlier 
mentioned aspects like the market/ sector where the product is focussing on, ratio between the 
tranches etc . eventually determine these profiles. 
It depends on the objectives of the initiator of such a methodology, but one of the possibilities 
is to offer the derived tranches to different types of investors. This means that the real estate 
product could, besides to real estate investors, be offered to fixed income investors. This could 
open a new area of investors for the same portfolio of real estate properties, which have to be 
managed in one way or another. 

Besides this characteristic other characteristics can be mentioned with respect to this 
methodology, combined with some general statements as a result of the passed through 
process in this part. In the bullets below a summary of these characteristics will be given: 

• Real estate exposure 
The obtained exposure will be different for both tranches due to different risk/ return 
profiles. For the first tranche it can be concluded that, although the tranche has been 
derived from real estate, it does not result into real estate exposure because it is not 
liable for real estate market volatility . 
Because the potential new investor of this tranche does not focus on this real estate 
exposure it will therefore also not be of importance in this respect. 

With respect to the second tranche it can be concluded it does result in real estate 
exposure. However, these fluctuations will take place with a certain multiplier based 
on the results of the real estate market itself and dependents on the ratio between the 
two tranches . This means that both upside & downside real estate market exposure is 
incorporated in this equity-related investment tranche; 

• Cash flow pattern 
Consequently, the first tranche results in an investment with stable and long term, 
predictable cash flows. With respect to the second tranche it can be concluded these 
stable and long term and predictable cash flows occur as well with respect to the 
income return component as a result of the applied methodology. However this annual 
repayment should be seen as a compensation for the extra risks that are being taken 
with respect to the capital growth component. Furthermore the income return for this 
tranche will show a higher volatility due to the multiplier incorporated; 

• Liquidity 
The first tranche could be considered as a liquid product because of the transparency 
as a result of the probability of future returns. This means that it could be priced & 
traded efficiently . In case a rating agency will be involved to qualify this tranche, the 
liquidity will even increase because it means a broadening of the spectrum of investors 
that could be attracted for this product. This is a result of the fact that another type of 
investor could be triggered for this tranche as well . 

With respect to the second tranche it can be concluded it will probably not result into 
extra liquidity if compared with an equal amount invested in a non-listed real estate 
fund . The same (mutual) commitments will be made with respect to this product. In 
case the investor wants to sell his interest he has to find a party who wants to take over 
this investment. Furthermore one should wonder what the reason behind this disposal 
is because this could be the consequence of certain market movements, which could 
implicate these movements are generally understood and could interfere the disposal. 
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Conversely, this could just as well be the result of certain portfolio considerations and/ 
or individual expectations; 

• Elimination of labour & knowledge intensive matters 
For both tranches it can be concluded it eliminates the labour & knowledge intensive 
matters if compared with a direct real estate investments, comparable with an 
investment in an indirect non-listed real estate fund; 

• Solving earlier faced problems regarding rating(-process) 
• As was mentioned before rating agencies bring along high costs. However, in case 

there is a possibility to rate the first tranche in terms of the same rating obtained in 
the 'fixed income environment' an extra dimension is offered to the liquidity of 
this tranche. This means that extra market potential can be obtained; 

• By using this approach all the ingredients, considered by the rating methodology, 
are indirectly incorporated because of their contribution in the returns measured in 
the past years; 

• As a result of this and by using this historic data for future insights there is no lack 
of data. Discussion remains in how far this historic data is reliable for future 
insights . As this assignment will not focus on forecasting no specific future 
judgements shall be made; 

• Defaults of tenants, vacancy69 and modifications in the portfolio are absorbed by 
the total return of the fund and will not obstruct active portfolio management. 

69 Vacancy is included in the income return component. 
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PART 6- POTENTIAL OF THE PRODUCT 

6.1 Introduction 
When discussing the potential of the product, both the potential from the perspective of the 
institutional investors and ING Real Estate Investment Management have to be investigated. 
Therefore a dichotomy can be found in the structure of this part. First (Part 6A) the potential 
with respect to the investors will be discussed, secondly (Part 6B) the potential with respect to 
ING Real Estate Investment Management. 

As the derived tranches focus on different types of investors, the corresponding objectives of 
the interrogation will therefore also be bipartite. Both corresponding objectives per tranche 
will be mentioned in the concerning paragraph. 

The required insights have been obtained by the interviews that took place with some 
institutional investors and in-house specialists. The questions the investors were confronted 
with are mentioned in Appendix E. The names of these consulted and interviewed persons can 
be found in Appendix F "Interviewed and consulted persons". 

Together with the output of the model and the insights obtained from the interviews and 
consultations, it should be possible to determine whether this product has potential from the 
perspective of ING Real Estate Investment Management. This will be the central point of 
discussion of the second part. 

Part 6A Potential of the product with respect to the investor 

6.2 Objectives 
Before discussing the potential of the product from the perspective of ING Real Estate 
Investment Management an exploration has to be made whether these products have sufficient 
potential to interest institutional investors, in terms of sufficient financial incentives and fit 
with their own investment strategy. The insights obtained from this approach combined with 
some internal issues and own insights with respect to market I sector -scenarios should finally 
result in the desired knowledge whether such a product has potential to implement. 

As was told for both tranches a separate objective has been formulated. These will be 
mentioned below: 

Investors with a focus on first tranche 
With respect to the first tranche it is the intention to provide insights into the required interest 
percentage (remuneration) for such a type of investment to be able to 'compete' with other 
fixed-income products and whether this could be offered with respect to the calculated results 
of the modelling-technique. 
If not, what guarantees should subsequently be obtained/ offered to enable such a 
competition? 
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Inventors with a focus on second tranche 
Background objective of this part is to find out if the real estate investor wants to take the 
extra risks linked with the capital growth component and to what extent the annual income 
return should provide an (extra) contribution to compensate for this risk (hereby the 
assumption has been made -as a result of the used methodology- no extra risks are being 
taken concerning the income return). Conversely, the capital growth could just as well turn 
out to be positive. 
Furthermore it should provide insights whether or not such a product could be positioned 
within the total investment portfolio and what could be the role of this second tranche. 

6.3 Interviews and consultations 
During the process it became clear that the focus had to be laid on two different types of 
investors considering the two tranches. The first type of investors is assigned with fixed 
income related products, while the second type can be defined as the real estate investors. 
Consistent with this fact, it can be concluded that the accompanying approach of these two 
types of investors was therefore different as well. 

Consultations with respect to the first tranche 
In short it can be concluded that it is not necessary to state the earlier mentioned objective to 
external investors. 
Fixed income investors want a certain (secured) cash flow. This means in case the derived 
cash flow of the real estate product is sufficient high enough ( > remuneration on fixed income 
products with equal investment ratings, even with only a small number of extra basis points) 
it will be an attractive alternative for the investors in their portfolios. This means this answer 
can be derived from the market itself and has therefore been discussed and investigated with 
internal specialists . 
Furthermore the diversification potential of this tranche, as discussed in paragraph 5.8, could 
be measured/ shown according to the own insights and data-ranges available and which do not 
require necessary input from external investors . 

Interviews with real estate investors with respect to second tranche 
With respect to the second tranche institutional real estate investors have been interviewed. It 
was not the objective to focus on a specific market and/ or sector during these interviews. At 
this stage that would be too early. Furthermore ING's and the investors appetite/ focus 
regarding a specific market and/ or sector would change over time 
The emphasis has been laid on the product characteristics to get a general impression 
regarding the appetite. 

6.4 Results 
In the two succeeding subparagraphs the results of the consultations and interviews, with 
respect to both tranches, will be the central point of discussion . The third subparagraph will 
describe a general remark associated to the mutual dependency of the two tranches. 

6.4. 1 Results first tranche 

Based on the calculated probability of 99.95% with respect to a certain market/ scenario for 
both the lower limit of the capital growth-component and income return-component, one could 
suggest an AAA-rating could be ascribed to the first tranche of the product70 from a theoretical 
perspective. 
However, in practice there is a big chance of a lower rating due to uncertainty of future market 
movements and lack of knowledge real estate ratings with rating agencies. 

70 Size and remuneration will change in accordance with the assumed input variables, dependent of the 
specific market and/ or sector. 
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In order to bring us a bit closer to a possible investment grade for this tranche a simplified 
practical comparison could be made. Assuming a bond that has been issued by a listed real 
estate company (e.g. Rodamco Europe), it is qualified around A/BBB71

. According to the 
experts this ascribed rating can be assumed as conservative. 
Based on this comparison, the assumption can be made that the ascribed rating of tranche 1 
will be somewhere between the AAA-rating of our analysis and the A/BBB just mentioned. 
Again, it depends of course on the market or sector where the product is focussing on. 
Furthermore, in case of the methodology highlighted in this report, the risks of market 
movements are almost completely transferred to the risk-bearing tranche (tranche 2), which 
makes tranche 1 more stable. 

It is important to determine the rating of this tranche because it gives an indication of the 
(minimal) remuneration or interest percentage of this tranche (Normally based upon and 
linked with a benchmark e.g. 10-year government bond (AAA) with a fixed number of basis 
points. Therefore the remuneration is linked with the ascribed rating.). Consequently this 
should provide insights whether or not this percentage falls within the range (below upper 
limit with respect to the income return component) calculated by the model and, subsequently, 
if it could be offered. 

If yes, this tranche could compete with investment possibilities who have received an equal 
rating. If not, the initiating party has to negotiate with the rating agency to determine what 
guarantees should be offered in order to obtain a higher rating (e.g. particularize a certain 
amount) or should pay the 'missing' basis points, not corresponding with the result of the 
model, by themselves(= extra risks). 
This means these aspects are subject for debate between the initiator and the rating agency . 

Crux of the story can be found in the fact where the rating agency will position this tranche. 
Based on the first practical tests it can be concluded a sufficient large spread between model 
results and current fixed income returns is available to state this tranche has potential to 
compete with other fixed income products. Subsequently it has potential from the perspective 
of the investors. 

6.4.2 Results second tranche 
Based on several interviews, it can be concluded that the second tranche offers potential as an 
alternative for opportunistic funds in case the maximum ratio is assumed in this respect. 
Especially for larger size institutional investors like ABP72

, PGGM and Mn Services who have 
structured their real estate investment portfolios with different investment styles and which 
consist73

, besides the core and value added (core+) investments, also of opportunity funds. 
Terminology in this respect is not always consistent as the framework at the end of this 
paragraph shows. However, these two definitions defined by respected institutions should give 
a general idea of what opportunistic investments involve. 

Normally only a small part of the portfolio is invested in this investment class, because of the 
high risks attached to these investments in a generally spoken low risk portfolio. Contiguous 

7 1 In this case the ratio equity I debt is about 50% - 50%. 
72 

ABP is the pension fund for employers and employees in service of the Dutch government 
and the educational sector; 
PGGM is the pension fund for the healthcare and social work sector; 
Mn Services is the administrator of insurance and collective provisions for the Dutch 
Engineering Industry. 

73 Irrespective what the distribution between these different investments styles is . 
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problem is the impossibility or difficulty to determine the risk/ return profiles of these 
investments. 
Tranche 2 however enables them to determine this risk/ return profile in case the risk/ return 
profile of the unsecuritized product, where the product has been derived from, could be 
determined. So, tranche 2 as an alternative for an opportunity fund could lead to a product that 
is more transparent if compared with a 'regular' opportunistic fund, because the risk/ return 
profile of this tranche could be determined. 

Furthermore opportunity funds derive their value in general from the efforts of the 
management, which are appreciated according to their track records . The investors speculate 
on the (continuing) good efforts of the management in this respect, while tranche 2 as an 
opportunity fund focuses on (positive) market developments. So, the emphasize will not be 
laid on the management involved but on the (expected) market developments. 

In addition it can be mentioned that opportunity funds are in general focussing on unfamiliar 
markets for the investors, while this alternative for an opportunity fund could just as well be 
focussed on the domestic market or markets/ sectors the investors are acquainted with. 

Investment portfolios of institutional investors with smaller real estate investment volumes 
show different structures and consequently are in general restricted and unable to invest in 
these kinds of opportunity funds. 
However, the ratio between the two tranches could be decreased. As a result this second 
tranche will ' lose' its opportunistic character and could be considered as another investment 
possibility, which offers di versification potential. 
This effect of gearing the ratio between the two tranches and the possibilities with respect to 
the diversification potential were mentioned earlier in paragraph 5.7.5 and 5.8. 
These smaller institutional investors agreed that this second tranche could have opportunities 
in case they were able to foresee certain sector or market movements, which could 
consequently result in an extra return if compared with a regular real estate investment. 
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Investment styles 
Inv estment styles are sti ll not used in a con sistent way In the tables be low the definitions of two reputable 
instituti ons have been copied to give an impression what the se definiti ons (could) imply 

Deutsche Bank giv es the foll owing exp lanation for th ese categorie s: 

Core Investments in stab ilized , income producing propert ies. Low leverage, long-term hold. 

Value added Investments in properti es req uiring red evelopment or repositioning for alternative use or 
(Core+) upgrade. Moderate leverage. 

Opportunistic Investments in real estate - related assets including distressed prope rties and loans, corporate 
and government dispos itions and investments to fi nd priv ate company growth . Seeks to 
capttalize on economic, financial and property market dislocati on. Mode rate to high leverage. 

Prudential Financial uses the foll owin g descri p ti on: 

Core Investments typica lly are mature , fully leased, income producing propertie s in major 
markets. 

Value added Investments are higher return, r iskier investments -for example development forwards or 

(Core+) redeve lopment activtt ies. 

Opportunistic Investment s fa ll at th e upper end of the risk-return range, and may invo lve the use of 
signifi cant leverage, investing in dist ressed assets, or entity- level investments. 
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6.4.3 Mutual dependency two tranches 

Although both tranches have been treated separately, they are dependent on each other within 
the intended product. In case the results of the second tranche will end up outside the boundary 
value, there will be difficulties regarding the guarantees that could be assured. This means that 
a certain option is not viable or more guarantees have to be given. This could even mean this 
approach is not desirable from the perspective of ING REIM. 
This could be judged afterwards, in case these results will be compared with the calculated 
marginal values. 
The theory according to this interdependence of the two tranches has been discussed in 
paragraph 5.7.5. 

Part 68 Potential of the product with respect to ING REIM 

6.5 Introduction 
Given certain input variables with respect to sector and/ or market movements in combination 
with the insights obtained from the interviews and consultations, ING Real Estate Investment 
Management should finally be able to determine whether this product/ methodology has 
potential to be implemented. Based on the insights obtained in the previous paragraphs some 
general statements could be made, which will be mentioned in the next paragraph. 
Furthermore they should be familiar with the risks involved. This will be part of discussion in 
the second subparagraph. 

6.5. 1 "New" or/ and additional markets 
For ING Real Estate Investment Management this product offers opportunities to: 

• Provide an addition in the range of products offered to real estate investors (even to 
existing customers); 

• Interest a new type of investor, which was not interested before in a (from) real estate 
(derived) product. 

Based on these two statements ING could introduce alternative corporate growth strategies. To 
portray these strategies, Igor Ansoff presented a matrix that focussed on the firm's present and 
potential products and markets (investors) . By considering ways to grow via existing products 
and new products, and in existing markets and new markets, there are four possible product
market combinations. 
The Ansoff matrix with respect to the new product ' s methodology is shown in figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Ansoff-Matrix 74 

As one can see the new product could both be focussed on existing and 'new' (type of) 
investors, which could mean an increase of 'new' or additional capital that could be attracted 
from the institutional markets. For ING REIM nothing will change in respect to the managing 
activities regarding the underlying real estate. The product could be organized in such a way it 
is liable to the same management-, acquisitions-, outperformance- etc. fees if compared with a 
non-listed real estate fund 
Furthermore one could think about an extra compensation obtained as a result of the 
dissimilarity between the calculated remuneration or interest-percentage of the first tranche 
and the percentage that should be offered to enable competing with other fixed income 
products. In case this last one turns out to be lower, these extra basis points could be applied to 
reinsure the (extra) risks or finds it way back to the management. 

6.5.2 (Extra) risks ING Real Estate Investment Management 
In case a rating could be ascribed to the first tranche without any necessary extra guarantees 
offered by ING REIM, there will be no extra risks if compared with a regular investment in 
the existing non-listed real estate funds . This rating implies the risks for the investor and in 
case theory tells he has e.g. a 99.95% guarantee he will not lose his initial investment there 

74 Source: Kotler, P., Marketing Management; Analysis, Planning, Implementation and Control (9'h edition) , 1997. 
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• Market penetration: The firm seeks to achieve growth with the existing product in their current market 
segments, aiming to increase its market share; 

• Market development: The firm seeks growth by targeting its existing products to new market segments; 
• Product development: The firms develops new products targeted to its existing market segments; 
• Diversification: The firm grows by diversifying into new businesses by developing new products for new 

markets. 
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will always be this 0.05 % probability he could lose a part of his initial investment. This will be 
the risk of the investor and not the risk for ING REIM. 
The second tranche will not receive a rating, which involves among other things this investor 
has full risk-exposure and ING REIM does not have any responsibility in this respect. 

However, in order to obtain a higher rating it might be possible ING REIM should provide 
some extra guarantees with respect to the first tranche. The following can be mentioned about 
the possible risks and buffers before actual losses are being made. 

Therefore a distinction between the short-time risks and long-time risks have been made. This 
could simply be transposed to the earlier mentioned income return component (short-term or 
annually) and capital growth component (long term) . 

Income return 
As figure 34 implies the chance the average IR will be below 5.5%, the lower boundary limit, 
is extremely small (< 0.025% according to this methodology). Furthermore, in case this 
average annual income return will be below the lower limit and ING REIM has assured the 
annual recompense on the first tranche there is still a broad range (and more and more 
unlikely) before this shortage of the fixed recompense has to be paid by ING (the fund 
management). In the figure this is called 'buffer ING' and will end up at 4.5%. Lower average 
annual returns have to be paid by ING REIM in case certain guarantees have been assured. 
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Figure 34: Buffer ING REIM with respect to the income return component. 

Furthermore, the model has another output variable not mentioned before. Besides the lowest 
0.025% average annual income returns of total number of funds measured, there is also a tool 
to give the results of the lowest 0.025 % annual income returns of the total number of funds 
measured and by which all years are judged individually . For all the practical cases that were 
made it can be concluded these values never reached the bottom-line by which ING REIM 
should compensate this shortage. 

Capital growth 
Again the probability the lower boundary limit will be reached is < 0.025%. In figure 35 this 
lower limit is 85% of the initial fund value. In case the capital value, at the end of the duration, 
will be above this 85%, no refunds have to be paid by ING (the fund management). In case 
this initial fund value decreases from the original 100% till 85 % it will be the risk for the 
investor of tranche 2 and not for ING REIM. In case the capital value will end up below this 
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lower limit and certain guarantees have been assured by ING REIM, the shortage has to be 
paid by ING (the fund management). 
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Figure 35: Risk with respect to the capital growth component. 

I 

This means the extra risks primarily have to be searched in this capital growth component. A 
suggestion could be to sacrifice some basis points annually in order to be insured against these 
excessive capital value declines . 
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PART 7- CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 
The research assignment started with the question whether or not it is possible to offer real 
estate participations with different risk/ return profiles. The cause for this was twofold but 
during the process it became clear the focus had to be laid on the second cause, for which the 
possibilities have been examined to strip the different return components resulting from real 
estate and interest different and/ or other types of investors for the (same) real estate (product). 
This has finally resulted in a methodology/ product that enables us to offer these different risk/ 
return profiles. This part will discuss the conclusions & recommendations with respect to the 
product, starting with the conclusions. Furthermore at the end of the recommendations some 
follow-up considerations will be mentioned. 

7.2 Conclusions 
Starting with the methodology used within (Commercial) Mortgage Backed Securities, which 
could be considered as a debt-related investment, a solution has been found to transpose this to 
an equity-related investment. 
The basic principle in this respect is to determine the expected loss per tranche (or certainty 
(%) that a return (range) will be realised) for both the income return component and capital 
growth component of real estate. They can both be submitted to this securitization process, 
based on (historical) data and a modelling technique. For this purpose a model has been 
developed, based on the Monte Carlo simulation. 

This methodology enables us to strip the cash flows of a real estate product, which could 
subsequently be offered with different characteristics. One of the advantages of this 
securitization process is the possibility to offer different tranches with different risk/ return 
profiles within the same real estate portfolio. In conclusion the following can be mentioned 
about these two tranches: 

Tranche 1: 
Investing in this tranche does not result into real estate exposure, because real estate market 
fluctuations are not absorbed in this tranche. No matter if real estate markets increase or 
decrease, the interest percentage remains stable. This makes it a financial instrument, with real 
estate as the underlying value. This means that the real estate product could, besides the real 
estate investors, be offered to investors who operate in the field of fixed income products . This 
could open a new area of investors for the same portfolio of real estate properties, which have 
to be managed in one way or another. 
By involving an external credit rating agency an investment grade could be attached to this 
tranche, which implies the risk the investor is opposed to. 

Therefore this tranche could be considered as a bond with a fixed return, derived from a real 
estate portfolio. The initial deposit will be returned at the end of the duration. 

Tranche 2: 
The investment that corresponds with this trnache is not ' guaranteed' and can be described as 
a real estate investment (because it will fluctuate in harmony with real estate market 
movements) it only reveals itself in a different way because both profits and losses will 
fluctuate much more than these 'usual' investments . So, the investors of this tranche can lose 
their investments because of a decline in fund capital value. 
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Therefore this tranche could be considered as a real estate investment that fluctuates in 
harmony with real estate market movements. These fluctuations will however show a higher 
volatility. 

Various aspects like the market/ sector where the product is focussing on, ratio between the 
tranches etc. determine eventually these profiles. 

• Market potential 
The required insights have been obtained by the interviews that took place with some 
institutional investors and in-house specialists. Summarizing the following can be mentioned 
in respect to the two tranches: 

Market potential tranche 1: 
Based on the first practical tests it can be concluded that there is a sufficient large spread 
between model results and current fixed income returns to compete with other fixed income 
product. Subsequently it has potential from the perspective of the investors. 

Market potential tranche 2: 
The second tranche offers potential as an alternative for opportunistic funds in case of the 
maximum ratio between the two tranches. Numerous reasons were mentioned in this respect 
for the larger size institutional investors. 
According to smaller size institutional investors this second tranche could have opportunities 
in case they were able to foresee certain sector or market movements. 

Both tranches (irrespective of the ratio between those two) enable diversification potential 
with other assets. Based on the maximum ratio between the two tranches can be concluded 
that tranches 2 in this respect replaces equity in case of higher return portfolios. According to a 
proportional distribution of the two tranches it can be concluded tranche 2 replaces direct real 
estate in case of higher return portfolios. 
The contribution of tranche 1 in the total portfolio composition is for both ratios the same. 
This as a result of the unchanged risk/ return profile for this tranche for both ratios. 

7.3 Recommendations 
In case ING Real Estate Investment Management would suggest to implement such a product 
the following recommendations are made: 

• Structuring 

The following aspects have to be taken into consideration when structuring such a product: 

90 

Data requirements 
Sufficient (reliable) market data is necessary in combination with historic data 
resulting from properties . In case this data is not available for a specific sector or 
market, unfounded assumptions have to be made, which makes the guarantees 
attached less reliable and will increase the risks. 

It is not sufficient to use only general market data like e.g. the ROZJ IPD, because 
they do not provide data on property-level. Therefore extra (internal) property -level 
data is required. This means that, to obtain insights in historic returns, the results of 
both funds managed by (in this case) ING Real Estate Investment Management 
(annual returns (on property-level)) and data offered by the ROZJ IPD (annual returns) 
will be used next to each other. 
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Sector focus 
Although it is possible to focus the product on the different sectors (or even a 
combination of sectors) it will be particularly interesting with respect to offices. The 
reason for this is twofold: 
A. Lesser (governmental) regulations/ restrictions if compared with other sectors; 
B. Offices have the clearest structure of the portfolio in terms of (individual) 

properties. All the underlying properties are treated separately when analysing 
existing fund data, which means that from a statistical point of view, offices show 
better characteristics . 

Fund size 
The fund needs a certain critical mass before certain guarantees could be offered. For 
the practical case that has been made within this report it can be concluded that the 
portfolio has to contain at least 35 properties before sufficient diversification potential 
is available. The underlying properties of the (future) portfolio should be equal (in 
terms of financial size, defined by a lognormal distribution and standard deviation) 
with the properties of the portfolio that has been used for this analysis . 

Term of the fund 
The fund needs a certain duration before certain guarantees could be offered. The 
reason for this can be found in the fact that certain market circumstances have to be 
smoothed. 

Again as a result of the practical case made within this report it can be concluded this 
time span has to be at least 5 years before the income return components remains 
stable. This means the earlier assured remuneration can only be guaranteed if the 
duration is at least five years. 

Ratio between the two tranches 
The output of the model gives maximum percentages in terms of what could 
maximally be offered as the fixed income part and what could maximally be the 
remuneration for this tranche (boundary values). This results in the maximum ratio 
(max. ratio) between the tranche that could be offered as a fixed income product and 
the tranche offered as an equity-related investment. 

However, a lower percentage of the first tranche could be offered with the same 
remuneration, which means that a higher percentage of the total portfolio could be 
offered as tranche two. As a result these extra risks, in case of the capital growth, will 
be divided among a wider spectrum (of investors) . Consequently, the extra returns 
with respect to the income return component will be divided among a wider spectrum 
of investors as well. 

The means the management of such a kind of product has a certain management tool 
to gear the two tranches with respect to e.g. a certain (desired) risk/ return profile. 

• Rating agency 

Involving a rating agency is expensive, but would increase the liquidity of the first tranche. 
The final ascribed rating to this first tranche will be the result of the negotion between the 
initiator of such a product and the rating agencies. In order to get a better rating ING REIM 
could offer extra guarantees . 
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• Remarks model 

The input variables are the main subject of discussion regarding the reliability/ risk appraisal 
of the output of the model (also with respect to rating agencies). Because forecasting of certain 
market- and sector expectations was not the central point of discussion in this research 
assignment, no statements in this respect are being made75

• It depends on the perspective of the 
management which assumptions, in case of forecasts, he/ she finds most likely to use as input 
variables for further research. The methodology of this method and product characteristics 
were the central point of this research assignment. 

However, in this respect one very important remark has to be made. Using statistical data 
means an idealization of the reality. As a result peaks (both upside and downside) could be 
faced. This means that extra risks are incorporated and therefore prudence in this respect is 
called for. It can be noted that these extra risks are partially absorbed by the use of data on 
property level. By doing so, peaks that could occur are absorbed in the data that will be used. 
Something that is not the case by using (annual) average market data. 

• Launching portfolio 

In the scope of risk reduction it is more plausible to found the product on an already existing 
real estate portfolio, since the calculation results are derived from it76

. 

At the time these results are being transposed to another (non-existing) portfolio discrepancies 
could occur, as the portfolio where the calculation results have been derived from will never 
be identical. In this case extra risks are being faced . 

7.3. 1 Follow-up considerations 
Due to lower returns in current market circumstances on fixed income products (e.g. 10-year 
government bonds), resulting from low interest rates, there is a sufficient large spread between 
the remuneration that can be assured for the first tranche and the interest on fixed income 
products with identical investment ratings . This makes this tranche a serious competing 
product. Certainly now, while interest rates are still low. 

Although the focus of the product in terms of market/ sector is not of that important from the 
perspective of the first tranche, it does matter from the perspective of the second tranche. This 
means a potential trading partner(s)/ investor(s) for this tranche has to be found in an early 
stage to guarantee the tradability of this second tranche and/ or to determine the focus of the 
product. Furthermore it should give an impression where to position the ratio between the two 
tranches. 
Because the returns of this second tranche depend to a larger extent on the expected capital 
growth, the investor(s) wants to step in markets/ sectors, in which he (they) foresees a 
substantial growth of this component for the duration of the product. This means timing and 
focus go hand in hand. 

Regarding the first tranche it can be mentioned the focus determines the size and the 
investment rating of this tranche, which influences subsequently the remuneration opposed to. 
Therefore it is also of importance to contact a rating agency in an early stage as well, to 

75 During the process some practical cases were made and therefore certain assumptions with respect to 
market and sector developments were made as well. Also, to obtain insights in respect to practical 
possibilities and to test the reliability of the model. 
76 It has to be noted this is still not a guarantee for long-term data series and therefore overall market 
should be judged as well. 
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determine which rating could be attached to this tranches in order to obtain insights regarding 
its possible competition with products with identical investment grades . 

The advice to ING Real Estate Investment Management can be summarized as followed : 

Timing and focus are the keywords with respect to this product, by which it can be concluded 
that, irrespective which market/ sector focussing on, the first tranche will very likely be a 
competing product at this stage due to low recompenses on products with similar investment 
grades. This means, as long interests remain low the tractability of the first tranche will be 
sufficient secured. 

To guarantee the tractability of the second tranche market/ sector focus does matter, this in 
combination with a right timing. In order to join the possible high tractability of the first 
tranche in current market circumstances a market/ sector has to be found where sufficient 
capital growth is expected for the duration of the product and which will be judged by the 
investors of the second as such. Therefore it is of high importance there will be cooperation 
with these investors in an early stage, to make sure the right market/ sector is targeted. 
By doing so rating agencies should be involved in an early stage as well to get an impression if 
the first tranche could be considered as a competing product. 
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Appendix A: Research scheme 

(See scheme) 
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Appendix B: Understanding the effects of leverage 

8.1 Understanding the effects of leverage 
As its name implies, leverage, by reducing the equity contribution, acts as a fulcrum 
magnifying the (positive or negative) returns generated by the levered asset. The two scenarios 
below illustrate this point77

: 

Positive return scenario Negative return scenario 

Un levered Levered Un levered Levered 
Beginning Market Value € 10.000.000 € 10.000.000 € 10.000.000 € 10.000.000 
Loan Amount € € 5.000.000 € € 5.000.000 
Beginning Equity Value € 10.000.000 € 5.000.000 € 10.000.000 € 5.000.000 

Pre-Debt Service Cash Flow € 700.000 € 700.000 € 700.000 € 700.000 
Interest Expense @ 5% € € 250.000- € € 250.000-
Net Cash Flow € 700.000 € 450.000 € 700.000 € 450.000 

Appreciation € 100.000 € 100.000 € 300.000- € 300.000-

Income Return (Cash Flow I Equity) 7,00% 9,00% 7,00% 9,00% 

Ca~ital growth (Ap~reciation I Egui!l'.) 1,00% 2,00% -3,00% -6,00% 
Total Return 8,00% 11,00% 4,00% 3,00% 

Table I : Positive and negative return scenario 

A. Positive return scenario: Leverage' s impact is favourable when the (unlevered) 
asset 's return exceeds the costs of indebtedness. In the current example, the asset 
return equals 8% and the debt cost equals 5%. With 50% leverage, the return on equity 
increases to 11 % (from what would otherwise be a 8% return in the absence of 
leverage). 

B. Negative return scenario: Leverage' s impact is unfavourable when the cost of 
financing exceeds the asset ' s return. In the current example, the asset return equals 
4%, while the debt cost remains equal to 5%. With 50% leverage, the return on equity 
decreases to 3% (from what would otherwise be a 4% return in the absence of 
leverage) . 

Since the future asset return is unknown, the decision to lever entails considerations about the 
future asset performance. 

77 As a result of a practical case made by SSR Realty Research, Summer 2002. 
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78 Note: Analysis assumes a 5% cost of debt. 
79 Note: Analysis assumes an 8% unlevered risk and a 5% cost of debt. 
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8. 1. 1 Effects of leverage on return 

As shown in figure 1, the levered equity return is a function of: 

t. the loan-to-value80 ratio; 
11. the spread between the asset return and the debt cost. 

As was shown in the previous paragraph, leverage works both ways. The figure utilizes the 
same assumptions (asset return (8%) and debt cost (5%)) for the earlier example' s positive 
leverage scenario. Notice that this relationship displays an increasing benefit due to leverage. 
For example, the equity position levered at 50% produces the 11 % return noted in the earlier 
example. Beyond 50%, returns on equity increase rapidly, while returns on equity rise much 
less quickly below 50% leverage. 

Besides this positive outcome for the LTV ratio, there is nothing to assure the decision-maker 
(both for fund management and/ or investor) that the use of leverage will be positive. If the use 
of leverage instead turns out to be negative (i .e. a negative spread between asset returns and 
debt costs), then the leverage will impact the return on equity in the same geometric fashion as 
before except that now returns will worsen at an accelerating pace. 
Again, the figure utilizes the same assumptions for the earlier example's negative leverage 
scenario. This means a 4% asset return and the debt costs fixed at 5%. Because there is only a 
spread of -1 %, the graph shows below 50% leverage almost no decline. Beyond 50%, this 
decline increases. 
To indicate the results of a (negative) spread, comparable with the earlier mentioned positive 
spread, a third line is drawn. With a spread of -3% this decline increases much faster. 

8. 1.2 Effects of leverage on risk 
In the preceding paragraph the effect on returns are described. Increasing returns result herein 
that the risk will increase as well. By adding debt to the fund, the returns could be increased, 
but just as well decreased. This means extra additional risks are being taken. This effect will 
be described below. 

The geometric rate of increase in levered return, as the LTV ratio increases, is matched by a 
similar geometric rate of increase in the volatility of levered returns as indicated in figure 2. 
Given some simplifying assumptions and the underlying mathematics (see paragraph 
Appendix B.1.5), the volatility of levered return doubles (as compared to the unlevered asset 
return) at 50% leverage and quadruples at 75% leverage. 

For purposes of illustration, the assumption has been made that the volatility of the 
(unlevered) asset return equals 8%. Consequently, the volatility of levered returns on equity 
equals 16% at 50% leverage and 32% at 75% leverage. At leverage ratios less than 50%, the 
impact of leverage on the volatility of returns on equity is substantially more moderate. 

8. 1.3 Combining the risk and return 
The effects of the prior two paragraphs have been combined in figure 3 and 4. When 
combined, the resulting figures depict a constant risk/ return trade-off. Both for the positive 
leverage scenario and for the negative leverage scenario. The higher returns due to leverage 
are completely offset by the accompanying increases in risk. Here too, the increase in both 
volatility and return is particularly pronounced for LTV ratios in excess of 50%. 

8. 1.4 Effect of spread 
The spread between the asset return and the debt cost is the sole determinant of whether 
leverage is positive or negative. While the LTV ratio determines the magnification of this 

80 Loan-to-value (LTV). 
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81 Note: Analysis assumes a 8% unlevered return, 8% unlevered risk and a 5% cost of debt. 
82 Note : Analysis assumes a 5% cost of debt. 
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effect, it is the spread that is paramount in determining whether or not the use of leverage was 
prudent. In figure 4 this effect has shown for a spread of +300 bsp and -300 bsp (Analysis 
assumes respectively a 8% and 2% unlevered return and a 5% cost of debt). In case these 
spreads are higher, respectively higher or lower returns on equity will be realised. 

As indicated earlier, leverage is only positive when asset returns exceed the costs of debt. 
Because they both vary through time, the spread between them will vary as well. This means 
in case these costs of debt can be fixed, timing is essential to obtain optimal spreads . 

B.1.5 Maths 

In order to construct the analyses in the rapport, some simplifying assumptions about the 
return-generating process and the use of leverage are being made: 

i. The following simple one-period model, which assumes no default/ bankruptcy with 
regard to the mortgage loan, has been used: 

Where: ke = (levered) equity return, 

k
0 

= (unlevered) asset return, 

k d = cost of debt, and 

LTV= loan-to-value ratio. 

IL As a consequence of assuming a default/ bankruptcy-free mortgage loan, the mortgage 
loan is uncorrelated with the asset returns . Consequently, the procedure to determine 
the volatility of the equity position simplifies to the following expression: 

1-LTV 

Where: ae = volatility of (levered) equity return, and 

a a = volatility of ( unlevered) asset return. 
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Appendix C: Rating agency methodology 

Methodology credit rating-agencies 

In this appendix the methodology used by the credit rating agencies will be discussed. Because 
of the complexity of this rating-methodology, only the prime aspects regarding this 
methodology will be mentioned to understand which aspects are being judged by the rating 
agencies. The underlying studies and accounting-models, which go accompanied, shall be 
omitted. 

The approach used by the various rating agencies is in general the same, only the output shows 
small differences (e.g. coding of the different tranches) . So the aspects mentioned in the 
bullets below are taken into account by all the rating agencies . How this data is handled varies 
slightly per rating agency. To get a global idea how this works, the methodology of one of 
these agencies will be described in more detail. 

Besides the general methodology used by the agencies to rate the tranches for a MBS-deal, 
another real estate-related rating method has been found . This methodology rates the non
listed real estate funds, but is, as can be seen later on, of no importance for the further analysis 
of this research assignment. The two approaches that will be discussed are the following : 

A. The methodology used to rate a (C)MBS-deal83
; 

B. Rating methodology used to rate non-listed real estate funds. 

A. Rating methodology (C)MBS 
The analysing methods are focussed on determining the expected loss per tranche from which 
the rating or the required credit enhancement84 for a specific rating follows. 
The expected loss is the resultant of the probability of default and severity of loss (or loss 
given default). 

The credit risk on loan-level (or on the level of an interest per debtor) will be determined on 
the basis of: 

A. Characteristics of the collaterals (real estate type and -quality, cash flow, tenants, 
diversity) ; 

B. Structure of the loans (LTV, repayments of the mortgages, interest rate, 
compensability, expired terms, payments behaviour); 

As a result of the above aspects the two most important determinants of the risk will be 
derived: 

1. Debt-service coverage ratio (DSCR85
), to determine the probability of defaults; 

11. Loan to Value (LTV), to determine the severity of loss . 

83 The required information has been derived from the masterproof of Thijn Forrer, Real estate 
securitization , 2003. 
84 Measures or facilities to raise the creditworthiness of a SPY or a specific tranche. 
85 (Normalised) net cash flow cq rents divided through the periodically sum of interest and repayments. 
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To determine the risk on the pool the diversification will be viewed as well. Finally factors 
like the structure of the transactions, juridical risks and the quality of the originator and 
servicer will be attached. 

During the analysis every object is judged by its actual and normalised rental incomes. For this 
matter information regarding the exploitation of the last three year is required. The absence of 
this data results into conservative assumptions. In case of pools with a large number of loans a 
random test will be taken for detailed analysis. Possible concentrations shall be analysed in 
more detail as well . 

The lack of historical data of commercial mortgages, in particular in European countries, 
influences the ratings in a negative way. Part of the parameters is based on empirical facts 
from the US. Also instinctive aspects and the experiences of analysts play a role. 

Moody's methodology 
Moody's uses a number of fixed ingredients for the various approaches, but the importance per 
ingredient, used in the analysis, varies per approach: 

Enduring cash flows 
In the systematic applied by Moody's a start will be made by determining the net cash flows 
generated by a property on such a level that, even with less favourable market conditions, they 
are reasonable in the long term. Current rental revenues and occupancy-rates are being 
compared with current and historical market conditions and if necessary re-adjusted. The same 
can be said about operating costs, by which the expenses needed to guarantee the saleability 
and the costs for re-renting are being taken into consideration. With the according calculated 
net cash flow the DSCR and the LTV will be determined. 

Real estate quality 
Besides this Moody's ascribes a quality rating (decreasing from 1 -5) to the objects, based on 
the constructional quality, surrounding characteristics, local market and profile of the tenants. 
Possible cross-collateralisation (different objects in one mortgage) works by way of this rating 
through in the rating. 

Type of real estate 
A number of main types are being are being distinguished within a certain order, derived from 
the risk (volatility) ascribed. 
A number of main categories is being distinguished with a certain order, derived of the 
committed risk (volatility) ascribed, which is not differentiated in Europe more detailed. 
Residential can be categorised as most stable, followed by anchored retail, logistics, other 
retail, offices and hotels. The fact that logistics is considered more stable than other retail is 
disputable for the Dutch situation, especially in case of logistics-buildings with one single 
tenant. By doing so -according to Moody's- adequate considerations have been taken into 
account by judging the tenants concentration, adequate. 

Tenants 
In case of tenants with a good rating, their default change on a loan will be derived directly 
from this . In case this rating is unknown the assumption will be made it is an average tenant 
and a B-level is ascribed to their loans. 

Moody's LTV and hurdle based DSCR 
Moody uses their own capitalisation factors to determine the value, by which the real estate 
quality and the local market are being taken into account, but which are in general a lot more 
conservative than the assumptions made by surveyors . 
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However, the influence of local market conditions will be limited. Moody's estimates the 
average difference with the market value at about 20%. This means, in case of larger pools, it 
is important for the originator that the valuations are conservative. To determine the 
refunding-risk of a loan at expiration, the LTV at expiration as well as the DSCR based on the 
normalized interest and repayments (hurdle based DSCR, which will placed against the actual 
DSCR). 

Loan quality 

When taking the interest-risk, term (passed by) and other characteristics in consideration the 
quality-level of every loan will be determined. 

Diversification 
Diversification is being measured with respect to the size of the loan, geographic and 
economic spread and tenants. To measure the concentration of loans (granularity) the Herfahl 
Index86 will be used to calculate the score linked to the diversity. A low degree of granularity 
could increase the rating substantially. 

Monte Carlo Simulation 
In view of the aforesaid evaluations per loan a shadow rating will be ascribed. By doing so the 
DSCR and/ or LTV, the real estate quality and real estate type are of importance, by which the 
connection with the rating is settled. These shadow ratings implicate a certain (cumulative) 
probability of default through a period of ten years, similar in case of corporate ratings . 
For each of them a threshold value is being calculated as 1 -/- (marginal probability of 
default). 
Subsequently by means of a simulation method ad random numbers will be generated per loan 
every year out of a normal distribution. These values will , according to the formula mentioned 
below, be converted to a number Z, which could be seen as the probability of defaults as 
resultant of a specific scenario. 

By which: 

Z the probability of default given a certain scenario; 
NL the contribution of the loan regarding the probability of defaults, based on DSCR, 

LTV etc . 
Np the contribution of the real estate type regarding the probability of defaults; 

NR the contribution of the region regarding the probability of defaults; 
w 1_3 correlation coefficients regarding the underlying assets . 

A default will be annotated in case the value Z will be above the threshold value. In case a 
default occurs for a loan, the dimension of the loss will be determined based on the LTV and a 
recovery rate differ per country . The UK and the Netherlands are the most creditor-friendly 
(short selling off periods) and have the highest recovery rates (60%-70% ). 

Per scenario the losses are being totalled. This procedure will be multiplied thousands of times 
for various scenarios, which results in a probability of defaults and expected loss per tranche. 
These will be transposed to a profile for the necessary credit enhancement regarding the 
intended structure of the transaction. 

Factors not returning in the aforesaid evaluations, will be corrected afterwards, like: 

86 Herfahl Index= 11(~ ((size of the loan/ size of the pool)"2)) 
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• The quality of the originator. In case it could be proved historic losses on the portfolio 
are low, the rating could turn out considerably favourable. Normally the procedures 
and norms of the originator will be investigated elaborately. 

• Quality of the servicer. Generally the loans will be administered by the originator; 
• Juridical risks; 
• Excess spread. In case a positive difference between the interest on a loan and the 

funding is applied as a buffer for losses on the portfolio, a sort of credit enhancement 
is created. 

The mentioned approach is well applicable for pools with a great number of loans or objects. 
Largest shortcoming in the model is the lack of data regarding the correlation coefficients. 

Pricing 
At the time issued, after comprehending the market, the compensation on the different notes 
will be determined. This compensation exists of the benchmarks (government bonds or 
interbanking interest) plus a spread varying per tranche. 
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B. Rating methodology non-listed real estate funds 

Moody's methodology (Real Estate Fund Rating Scale) 
Moody's Real Estate Fund Ratings are designed for commingled open-ended and closed ended 
funds, unit trusts, partnerships, joint ventures and similar funds that invest in real property 
and/ or mortgages on real property . 
Real Estate Fund Ratings are a combination of Moody's management quality and portfolio 
quality ratings and together provide investors with an independent opinion on the overall 
quality of the organization, management abilities and operational practices of the real estate 
fund ' s investment manager, and the quality of the real estate portfolio. Management quality 
ratings can be separately assigned. However, the overall Real Estate Fund Rating that provide 
a more comprehensive assessment of the management and investment quality, would consist 
of both ratings, separated by a fraction bar ("/"). Unlike traditional issuer or credit ratings, 
which assess the ability of an entity to fulfil financial obligations, Real Estate Fund Rating do 
not address a fund's ability to repay a fixed obligation or to satisfy contractual financial 
obligations. 
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Appendix D: Requirements input model 

The model has been written in computer language C++ and enables to reproduce the procedure 
as mentioned in paragraph 5.6.2 a large number of times. 

The model requires the following input-variables to obtain the desired output: 

A. Number of fund trials (Should be> 100.000 for serious tests); 
B. Duration of the fund in years; 
C. Number of properties in the fund; 
D. Number of trials in right or left tail; 
E. Lease period; 
F. Capital growth average for a property in one year; 
G. Standard deviation of the Capital Growth of single properties in one year; 
H. Income return average for a property; 
I. Standard Deviation of the Income Return of single properties in one year; 
J. Lognormal average of capital value for one property; 
K. Lognormal standard deviation of capital value for one property . 

Not all the aspects mentioned in the list above need an extra explanation. Earlier attention has 
been paid to the required market data (Point F. till K.). Points A. till E. are parameters that can 
be varied by the initiators of this methodology. 
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Appendix E: Questionnaire investors 

E.1 Introduction questionnaire investors 
This questionnaire has been set up to investigate the interests from institutional clients with 
respect to the product/ methodology that has been developed. The various product 
characteristics that have been derived from the developing process will be used as input for 
this investigation. This process will be discussed in more detail during our face-to-face 
conversation, just like a more detailed explanation of the functioning this methodology. 

The product has been divided into two separate tranches, which both focus on their own type 
of investor: 

• 
• 

The first tranche focuses on investors who are dealing with fixed-income products; 
The second tranche will focus on investors who have real estate in their portfolios . 

Because the tractability of the first tranche could be investigated with internal experts this 
questionnaire has only been set up for investors of the second tranche. 

This second part of the questionnaire will not discuss input data concerning future real estate 
market & sector expectations but only the product characteristics. Insights in respect to these 
market & sector expectations will be the central point of discussion for the concerning 
management. 

Therefore, the various comparisons that are made during this questionnaire are made between 
an investment in a 'regular' real estate investment product (e.g. non-listed real estate fund) and 
tranche 2. These two are submitted to equal fictitious market movements and the results 
derived are based on these equal movements . 
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E.2 Questionnaire investors 

Introduction 
As was already mentioned the various future markets & sectors movements are not part of 
discussion in this respect, only the results of this product if compared with 'regular' 
investments possibilities will be discussed, both subjected to the same (fictive) market 
movements. 
Insights in respect to these various future market & sector movements are point of discussion 
for your own team. 

According to this real estate investment opportunity the total return will be divided into two 
return components, the direct & indirect component. Both will be discussed separately. 

Focus question 
One can imagine, in case positive forecasts are being made (by your team), you can fell with 
the idea extra compensation is being obtained from the same amount invested in real estate 
(real estate exposure). 
However, in case this upside movement turns out to be a downside movement, the risk 
involved will conversely be bigger in respect to the 'regular' investment opportunities. 

Objective is bipartite 

• First, investigate whether your organisation has appetite for this (extra) risk in respect 
to a real estate investment opportunity; 

• Secondly, to determine by how far these extra risks that are being taken, in respect to 
the indirect return component, have to be compensated by an extra remuneration (a 
number of basis points) above the 'normal' direct return component. 

Discussion 
Of course this will be hard to discuss (because the emphasize shall not be laid on a specific 
markets and/ or sector), but this questionnaire has been set up to get a general impression 
regarding this approach. Therefore I would like to discuss in general the results of the figures 
that are shown on the next page87

. 

Remark 
In general the following can be mentioned: In respect to both the direct return and indirect 
component, the possibility that returns will be below or above the upper limits that have been 
given in the figures, will be less than < 0.025%. This means a 99.95% certainty that future 
returns will be between these two limits. This as a result of a methodology that has been 
developed to determine this normal distribution, based on historical data in combination with 
future insights. 

87 These figures are equal to the figures already shown in paragraph 5.6.4 of the main report. 
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Appendix F: Interviewed and consulted persons 

~<!_mpany Dep~_rtm~nt Name 
-- - -

L. van Doorn-Groniger 

D. Kerckhof 

Investment Management C. Hoorenman 
. . Research & Strategy Europe X.Jongen 

' 
M. Theebe 

ING Real Estate : M. van der Spek \: .. 
Investment Management 

I. Esman Business Development 
Investment Management G. Verhoef Investor Relations 
Finance T. Forrer 

Structuring & Syndications E. Feenstra 

ING Investment Institutional Clients A. Steenhuis 
Management Fixed Income Credits E. J. van Bergen 

Aberdeen Property G. de Nekker 
Investors 
ABP R. Bingen 

Blue Sky Group R. Satumalaij 

PGGM P. de Haas 

KPMG Corporate Finance J. Jansen 

Mn Services E. Stouthamer 

ProLogis P. Wittendorp · 

ROZ/IPD P. Nelisse 

SPFBeheer P. van Gool 

TKP Investments R. J. Tel 
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